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SUPPORTINIG PEOPLE WTIH SE"TIERE
REPUTArIOnTS IN Trrn' COMMUNITY
NTRODUCTION
The Handbook
his handbook presents the tools needed to develop better community capacity to support
people with severe reputations. For conceptualconvenience it is divided into four

components:

I

How people receive their reputations;

I

How to plan with the individual for community services;

I
I

How to recruit and develop the supports needed to implement the plan; and
How to avoid the most common abuses and perversions in providing supports.

While the material that follows focuses on planning, these are overlapping activities. Recruiting
supports begins with the initiation of planning. Inviting those who may provide the support to
participate in the planning is part of the process by which supports are developed. Undlrstanding
the individual is both the focus of the planning and the necessary prerequisite to have supports that
are responsive to the changing needs of the individual.
The planning techniques presented here are called Essential Lifestyte Planning. partially
derived from Personal Futures Planning, these techniques represent one upprou.h to planning for
individuals. Anyone using this handbook should feel free to substitute othli "person centered
approaches" as they seem appropriate.
The authors want to acknowledge some of the many people who have directly or indirectly
assisted us in developing this handbook. Our efforts would not have been possible if it were not for
the pioneering eff[orts of John Otsrien and Beth Mount in developing Persbnal Futures planning.
Herb Lovett has offered invaluable assistance in reviewing and commenting on the many drafts.
The staffof the community capacity team have had to implement each version of the ptanning
process and we appreciate their patience and commitment. However, we have learned what does
and does not work from the people we are learning to support. They have patientty helped us to
learn how to listen to their requests. Their success is oui ieward.

F}\RT
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CONTEXT
People

With Severe Reputations

eople with severe reputations are found in every human service system. They are
the people who have become famous as a result of their reactions to the services they
are offered. They are frequently described as "not ready for the community',. our
experience stands this perception on its head. It is the community that is not ready for the
individual. It is the absent community capacity that needs to be developed. There are very few
individuals who need to be "made ready" for life in the community. Community capacity does
not refer to clinical services. While there are acute needs for competent clinical supports in the

community, we need to start with the broader context in which the clinical services may be
delivered. In listening to what people with severe reputations are telling us, we have found:

I

t

People with severe reputations tell us more about what is wrong with our system
than what is "wrong" with the individual; and

Many people with severe reputations have modest but essential lifestyle choices that
are not being met.

Starting With The Individual - Listening To The Individual
Most human service systems develop programs and put people into them. We are
suggesting a system that starts with individuals and builds services around them. People need
to be provided with settings where their essential lifestyle choices are met. If this can be done,
the lives of people with disabilities will improve dramatically and the problems of the service
system will be significantly reduced. People who are getting what they are "asking for" clearly
have a better quality of life then those who do not. Simultaneously, the need for behavior.
control programs (and the staffto implement them) willbe reduced as we will not be making
people conform to a setting which they do not fit. When people are leading typical lives in the
community, the degree of community integration increases and the amount of community
resistance decreases.

Shifting Our Investments
The process of supporting people in lifestyles of their own choosing requires that we shift
our "investments" in service development. We typically spend relatively little time in individual
planning and more time in locating or developing a program. This approach requires that we
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spend more time in planning. It will also require extra time in helping providers develop
services around individuals and in developing a flexible array of supports. Over the long term it
means less time spent in trying to make a bad fit work and fewer meetings where everyone tries

to avoid the responsibility for another failure.

Essential Lifesfyle Planning
The first part of this process focuses on the individual. Any planning that begins with the
individual rather than the program is referred to as "person centered planning". There are a
number of techniques that fall under that label including "Personal Futures Planning". The
specific process described here is a type of person centered planning called "essential lifestyle
planning". Philosophically it is rooted in a profound respect for the individual. Essential
lifestyle planning helps people to discover their choices and then helps them to have those
choices honored. There is no bias for or against a type of service or a predetermination of the
number of people who should live together. It is focused on the individuals and what they
value.

Understanding Choice
Understanding and honoring an individual's choices goes far beyond simply asking someone
to choose where to live and who to live with. We are seeking to understand the interactive set
of circumstances necessary for the individual's happiness. The context of our efforts includes
the cognitive disabilities of the individuals but is truly made chaltenging by the nature of their
lives. They have had the expression of choice suppressed and distorted by the current system
of services that we have provided. Many have had lives of poverty and pain. Few people with
cognitive disabilities have ever had any real experience in exercising positive control over their
lives.

Common Sense, Not Revealed Wisdom
This is not a new, arcane wisdom. It is a cornmon sense approach to help people with
disabilities achieve ordinary lives. We need to illustrate how similar what we are doing is to
what typical people do for themselves. We are simply taking "unconscious", learned activities,
that everybody engages in, and making them into a "conscious" practice. Bringing together a
group to do this is necessary because the people we are helping have trouble doing it for
themselves. Part of the difficulty that these individuals have in doing it for themseives arises
from their cognitive disabilities. For many people with mental retardation, thougtr, the larger
problem is the way in which we have controlled their lives.
We are trying to listen to what people want and to help them get it. The simplicity of this
statement is deceptive and potentially harffil. Helping someone else live the life thai they
want to live requires that we understand them. Understanding others requires empathy a;d
insight. Listening to the surface of what people say is not enough. We have trainld plople
with cognitive disabilities to tell us what we want to hear. Not knowing what is possibleleaves
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them without the vocabulary to say what they would like. They can only tellus what they
believe to be available. Those who are living in circumstances that they acutely dislike and in
which they feel trapped will choose the first exit offered.

Discovering What The Individual Values
We need to discover what each individual values and what each individual finds to be a
hassle. Some people find a smoke free environment to be very valued and the presence of
smoke to be an intolerable hassle. Some people need control over their personat space, over
their possessions, and over the order in which they do activities. The focus is not on changing
people, but on understanding them. Essential lifestyle planning assumes that we all have an
ongoing unconscious balance where we weigh the values and hassles in our lives. None of us
achieves a hassle free life. Still, we all struggle to insure that those things that are most valued
are present and those that are the greatest hassles absent. In this planning these are referred to
as "non-negotiables". Their presence or absence will necessarily make our lives pleasant or
intolerable. For most of us, and for most people with disabilities, these non-negotiables are
modest needs.

Honoring Choice White Sharing Control
In the current system of service, complete control over all essential choices is in the hands
of the professionals. The outcome of this planning process is to rebalance the locus of control.
The service system must continue to assure reasonable protection of the individual while
supporting substantial freedom. Controlis shared through collaboration. People who cannot
articulate where they would wish to live or who they wish to live with can telius of their
preferences through their behavior. Those who tell us what they think we want to hear can
learn to put fonvard their own wishes. We will need to assist these individuals to discover
what their informed choices are. They will need encouragement and careful exposure to
relevant life experiences. We have found that as people gain power over their lives, they often
need less control or protection.
Neither the process nor the outcome eliminates the need for skilled professionals. people
will still need support for their behavioral, psychiatric, and medical needs. Peopte will still want
to learn new skills and will need good teachers. We are not discarding all of our professional
skills, we are simply putting them in their proper position. Our skills ihould be used to help
ggople in achieving the lifestyles of their own choosing. They should not determine that
lifestyle.

The greatest challenge for all of us in supporting people with disabilities is finding the
balance for each individual. A balance is needed between:

t
I

Freedom of choice and the safety and health of the individual;
Personal liberty and the expectations of society to conform to social norms; and
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Encouraging individuals while avoiding coercion.

Because the balance achieved needs to take into account the circumstances, the core vatues, and
the complexities of each individual, it is different for each individual. These are the issues that
we wrestle with for ourselves and our loved ones. This is why we focus on the ambiguous
issues of lifestyle choices. This is why we do not stop with the traditional information such as

deficits in adaptive behavior, cognitive disabilities, psychiatric diagnosis, medical issues, and
behavioral problems.

CURRENT PRACTICE
People With Severe Reputations As Famous Individuals
In every human service system there are those individuals who are "famous" within that
system. Unfortunately, "fame" for these individuals is not the result of valued accomplishments.
Their "fame" is the product of our failure to adequately support them in the community. We
place people in programs that do not meet their needs or preferences. While we label them as
not being "community ready" it is we that have not been ready for them. They are asking for
support which is responsive to their needs. We have a rigid service system whose natrow range
of responses is unable to meet their diverse needs.
Colleen's story is a nearly archetypal exnmple of the response of the
semice system creating the reputation of the individual Colleen is a
woman whose tough exteior masks a gentle, caring person who is easily
hurl She is someone that Lovett u,ould refer to as a steadfast social
citic. She cannot tolerate systems that are rtgid, rejecting, and
uncaring. She will do whatever it takes to get sonreone who is "in her
face" to "back off'. She demonstrated a capacity to out escalate the
entire human sert'ice system She began vtith hitting a nurse with a
couch in a psychiatric hospital and ended weaing a paper gown in the
infirtnary of the stote pison In this process the system gave her a
severe reputatiott Rather than being seen as someone who needs
settings that are accepting and caing, with positive limits, she was seen
as someone too violent to ever live in the community.
Because some people got to know Colleen rather than her
reputation, she is now living in the commanityl While her life is still a
struggle, none of the behaviors of her reputafion have surfaced She
has not hit anyone, she has not thrownfurniture. Her life also has
many posirtve aspects. Colleen's gifts have been allowed to blossom, she
helps others and has a number of cartngfiends. she even received an
awardfrom the governorfor her success,
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This hru been a learning processfor Colleen and those who support
hen she sat down with those who were going to support her and
plannedfor her move to the communigt. She had a list of quesfionsfor
them, including whether they would "let her go" when she no longer
wanted their support They osked her how they could give her the
support she needed without Colleenfeeling the need to hit her staff,
The simple solution was to give her the authority that oll of us wint
When shefelt that staffwere not treating herwith respect she couldfire
them. In herfirct year in the community, colleenfirecr fito stEport
counselors.

she hasfound that living with others is a chailengefor her. she
and her supporterc v'restled with this. Colleen agreed that she does
need people to talk to. she needs people who wilt olfer support and
aelvice. But, she does not want to share her tife with thesi people and
she wants this support to be on her terms. she does not nied
"supervision", she does need support Her system of support now
consists of staffwho wear "beepers". colleen is infreqient contact but
it is on her terms. Will this be the system in place nui year? probably
nol However, the system will continue to be the product of a
collaboration between colleen and those who suppon hen

The Label Trap
The culrent system of services is rooted in a program model. We look at ,'needs"
which are
defined in terms of deficits and disabilities. We develop programs to remediate deficits
and
accommodate disabilities. We then group people who share disability labels by
our perceived
nged for their supervision. This begins with funding capacity rather than individuals.
We start
with the program and end with the person. Service prouiaitt with "capacity', come shopping
for pegnle to put in their "slots". They are tooking for peopte who will ,,fit',. ,,Fit,,
means that
the individual has labels that conform to the labeli of the piogr"r (e.g. "dual diagnosis,,, or
"non-ambulatory") and that their need for "supervision" and ;specialiied services,, conforms to
the staffing model of the program. Good providers try to seleCt people who
they believe wil
be "compatible".

w!a1 wguld happen if we applied these good intentions to college srudents. (The
following
was originally published in AAJvIR News and Notes.) If the disabilily
system ,un ihe university]
the first thing that we would change would be how people are housed. Freshman
would be
assigned roornmates, floors, and dorms based on SAt scores.
We would have separate dorms
for each ofthese groups:

ili\:',!trI
rsoo-rrsr

1001
1000 - 850
1150

-

hor'undtY ctever

iilT::il:;Th",
Mitdly Clever

Borderline Cloer
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While each dorm would be required to be restricted to one group, e.g., the severely clever,
within the dorms roommates would be within l5 SAT points of each other. We would debate
whether those in the "borderline clever" group are really college material, but we could call
them athletes.
Having solved the problem of selecting dorms and roommates we would turn our attention
to the next issue, that of choosing major areas of study. We know that freshman really do not
know what they should study. Instead of the inefficient process of having freshman pick majors
and change majors, we would simply review the SAT results and select the area where they
demonstrated the poorest performance. As the disability system we know that what is
important is remediating deficits. This will also make course registration more predictable as
many seniors will still be failing the same courses that they began taking as freshman.
The next issue where we can be of assistance to college administrators is in the area of
behavior. Freshman are notorious for the frequency and severity with which they exhibit.
maladaptive behaviors. It seems that all of the behaviors that parents had suppressed for 18
years emerge during the freshman year. Colleges have attempted to tolerate all but the most
outrageous of these behaviors. As the disability system we can do better. Freshman will have
to earn points in activities of "daily university living" (in areas such as personal hygiene and
dorm room maintenance) in order to have privileges such as having pi""a delivered to their
rooms. Where we face more challenglng behaviors, we can make attendance at football and
basketball games a contingent reinforcer. We can introduce the idea of the IDP (Individual
Dorm Plan) and revolutionizethe management ofthe behavior of college students.
Where students have roommates that they do not like (despite our scientific method of
matching) we have the answer. The old method of simply allowing students to select and
change roomm.ates at will is appallingly inefficient. We know that there is no real necessity to
change roommates. With our technology we can introduce behavior programs and structured
interactions. We will not need to allow students to change roommates simply because they
want to. We will not listen to the students who say that this means that they have to spend
more time with people that they hate.

If we were to actually attempt such a syitem in a coltege setting it would only be a matter
of days or weeks before the students rose up in revolt. People with disabilities have been
ercraordinarily tolerant (or simply more suppressed). Many of them have been reinforced into
acceptance. Those individuals who have continued to object have been the subjects of
powerfirl interventions for "maladaptive behavior". Many of the people with mental retardation
who are living in psychiatric hospitals are those who refuse to adapt to the systems that we
have in place. These people are steadfast social critics.

The Symptoms Of A Broken System - Listening To Behavior
People with mental retardation who are living in psychiatric hospitals tell us what is wrong
with our system. Rather than looking for what is "broken" about the individualwe can see the
individual as telling us what is "broken" about the community system
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There are a number of individuals whom we have taught that merely complaining about a
program produces no change. "Non-compliant" behavior (otherwise known as non-verbal
complaining) results in behavioral control programs. We teach these individuals that we will
only listen to extraordinary displays of aggression or property destruction. We then say that
they "failed" in that program and move them to another program. Ironically the "failure" often
reflects the success of the individual in learning what it takes to get our attention and cause us
to change the placement.

Kathy isfamous across her state She has lived in a number of
community programs and state institutions. Katlry hasfound that no
one listens to her complaints but everyone listens to her behavior. She
has punched and kicked, but one of her grfts is to display her anger in
ways that everyone notices and talks aboutfor yearc When
"streaking" wns popular she ran naked dov,n a city street to tell people
that she wanted to live in the country. She put a staff member's desk
drawers in her desk upside down so that everything wouldfall out when
this hated person opened the drawers. She "poisoned" afellow
resident'sfoodwith soap powder to punish himfor stealing herfood
ll/hen one staff member complained of being punched, she told her:
"It's your job. I am a patienl I get to hit staff "
ll/e have ahvays listened to Katlry's behavior but never offered her
what shewas askingfor. She lnsl'sts that she be taken seriously. She
wants to be listened to. Her requests are modesL She needs to have
control over her space and her "stuff'. She wants people to not only
ask permission before they come into her room but to vait until
permission is granted She wants to be able to cook for others and
celebrate the holidays by entertaining others. She has dfficulty in
being close to men and wants to have control in her relalionships with
men As we honor her requests Kathy vtill not be transformed She will
continue to struggle and those who support her will continue to be
challenged But she will live in the community with a lifestyle
compatible with her basic wishes.

Blaming The Individual Rather Than The System
Our typical response to a "placement failure" is to have meetings where the primary goal is
to blame the individual for the failure rather than any of the system representatives. Avoiding
blame substitutes for problem solving. We do not ask what the individual was telling us. Was
there a bad match between the person and the setting? Were critical elements missing from the
setting? Were there aspects that the individual simply cannot tolerate? Did the people
supporting the individual have the attitudes and skills needed to be successful?

utations

Instead of problem solving we repeat the same process over and over again. We look at the
old and new labels that we have given the individuals, convene more meetings, discuss the best
"program options", and ultimately place people with anyone who will accept them. We
recognize the growing fame of individuals by having larger meetings with more and more
system managers in attendance.
Rather than broaden the lifestyle options available to the individuals, we develop more
sophisticated behavioral control programs. In essence we review the past failures and plan for
the next failure. As the "failures" continue, the person first develops the reputation of being
"difficult to place" and then "not community ready". These individuals develop "severe
reputations" which drastically limit the lifestyle options that are available to them. Their
institutional placements become indefinite sentences because of the system's failure to address
their needs as individuals.
Where our goal is to control people within our programs rather than to accommodate them
within our communities, we see the past as reflecting the need for increased control. The need
for control translates into the need for more direct care and professional staffand the
accompanying costs. We then conclude that we cannot afford to serve these individuals in the
community because of the cost of the staffneeded to control their behavior.

Learning From The Past
The "sins of the past" become a daily reality for people with disabilities. We need to learn
from the past to prevent it from becoming prologue. We need to use the past to build a better
future. We do not need to use the past to rationalize a future of progressively more restrictive
efforts. If we were to treat typical citizens as we treat people with severe reputations we would
have them followed 24 hours a day, recording every embarrassing moment, every "wrong,'
move, taking data on the spectacular and frequent "bad" behaviors and then summartang
everything negative about the behavior in group meetings. We would make certain that the
"best" of these "bad" moments are transcribed from record to record so that even a decade later
these events are still reviewed by each new person who enters their lives.

Changing The Way We Think - Disputing The Reputation
Helping people with severe reputations find community settings that make sense begins
with changing how we think about these individuals. If we recognize that a "severe
reputation" is only gained when the available programs wilt not accommodate the individual, it
follows that we must look outside of what has been available in the past. We must have a
system that starts with the individual and which insures that no more "placements" are made.
We need to dispute the reputation by:

t

I

seeking to understand the person;

helping others meet the person rather than the reputation; and
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facilitate "person centered" planning to support the person's entry into the
community.

We know that non-traditional settings and services are going to be required. We must
insure that they can be located and secured. We know that these individuals are often volatile
and require flexible supports. We must be prepared to do what ever is required to meet the
changing needs of the individual. We must keep in mind that those who are doing this for the
individuals will themselves need support. We must build a system that will work for the
individual after we (and our enthusiasm) have moved on. We must build systems of supports
that will last for the lifetime of the individuals supported.

H\ttT II
trSSENITTAL LIFESTYLE PLANIYII\G
The Headings
n "essential lifestyle planning", as in the other forms of person centered planning, we
conduct the meeting using "wall paper". A series of charts are placed on the wall with
headings that help organize the information needed to implement community services for
the individual. The headings for the charts are:

f

Non-negotiables

I

Strong preferences

I

Highly desirables

-

People who really know and care

-

To be successful in supporting

about

say -

's reputation says -

-

If this is going to happen we must -

The first three categories - non-negotiables, strong preferences, and higtrly desirables ranks what people like and dislike. Keep in mind that while these distinctions can be very
helpful they are artificial, good sense should prevail. The next set of headings serve a number
of purposes. What people who really know and care say about you is your positive reputation.
This begins to counter the reputation found in the record. The heading that says "to be
successful in supporting
is where the issues of those people who are essential to success
and the essential clinical issues are noted. The reputation heading serves two purposes. It
gives those who are compelled to recite the past a place to do it, but it also insures that
attention will be paid to issues that can be glossed over in the positive focus of the meeting.
The last heading on the chart is where action steps are described. The "who, what, and when"
are described in order to sustain the momentum of the planning process.

_"

Non-Negotiables
Non-negotiables are those lifestyle choices which are essential to a reasonable quality of life
for the individual. Positive non-negotiables are essential for a person's life to be tolerable and

Part
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Pase 14

pleasant. Negative non-negotiables make life so unpleasant and intolerable that their presence
will make people act out or withdraw. Non-negotiables represent the core values and
characteristics of individuals. Examples of non-negotiables in plans that have been done are:

-

not living with smokers
having lots of friends

living where I grew up
living with people who do not mind clutter
living with people who "love me the best"
not living in the city
control over my own space, my own possessions

All of these requests are modest. The non-negotiables we find for people with disabilities
are rarely honored and yet readily available to typical citizens in our communities. We refer to
these preferences as non-negotiables because they are essential to the individual's well-being.
They are the choices that we must honor. Providers who cannot (or will not) meet these are
not considered.
Most non-negotiables are stable over time but some of them do change. Where change
occurs it typically reflects learning. We find that core values and the choices they reflectivolve
over time. As we mature we find that what we value shifts. Often we want more stability and
less change. We also make choices that do not have the anticipated results, that do not give us
the increase in our quality of life we expected. The cliche for this is "learning from expJrience,,.
When ordinary people make a particularly bad choice we call it "learning from the school of
hard knocks". In the disability field, when we are angry with someone and "let them fail", we
call it "suffering the natural consequences',. .

Strong Preferences
Strong preferences are the middle ground between non-negotiables and highly-desirables.
For example, there are people who simply cannot stand to be around cigarette smoke, those
who have a strong dislike, and those who simpty find it irritating - p.opb with a nonnegotiable, a strong preference, or a highly desirable. Strong piefeiences reflect those choices
that make a major contribution to a reasonable quality of fifJbut are not critical to it.

Highly Desirables
Choices that are the highly desirables represent those things we woutd tike to have. We are
not interested in a Christmas list of things that someone mightlike. We are seeking to discover
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those things that people know that they want in their lives. Most of us have lists
with a
pyramid shape - we have a few non-negotiables, more strong preferences,
and lots of highly
desirables. Where there is a short list of highly desirabler
iithrr do not know the ind'lvidual
very well or the individual is living a very impoverished life. Just as in the other
areas, most
highly desirables are typically quite modest. We should be able to support people
in having
many of their highly desirables met.

*.

In Thinking About Choices And planning
Where services that honor these choices do not exist, we need to plan
further. Can we find
the setting and then build supports around the individual? How long will it
take to develop the
setting that meets the non-negotiables? If the answer is months then we need
to see if there are
interim efforts that will improve life while the individual waits. We must grurO
against having
interim become permanent. Too often the interim efforts remove the preiure
needed to
develop the setting that meets the non-negotiables. we must ensure
that the non-negotiabtes
will be met.
Where we are planning for others we need to take into account
that our understanding is
afways less than perfect. we are often trying to support people
whose airuUlitv una
cjrcumstances preclude a clear vision of a dJiired driurr.'Diificulties
in ,p.uilig ro,
themselves, impoverished life experiences and few connections
with p.opi. who know and care
about them increases our challenge. We need to see all of our lists
as reiresenting the
understanding that we have at that moment. As our understanding
chanies we need to change
our lists.

Quality of life is interactive and evotves over time. There are synergistic effects.
The
presence or absence of a reasonable quality of life is
made up of a iorpl.* of interacting issues.
The product of the interaction cannot be easity predicted.
*e need to pay attention to how

people feel about their entire tife. We need to continue
to learn not only about the effects of
single choices but the effects of their interactions. In looking
at individuals,perceived quality
of life we need to account for their personalities. Edgerton his noted
that pe-ssimists and
optimists tend to stay that way. Assessments of how-peopte
report on their quality of life need
to reflect the "baseline,, of their personatity style.

People

who Really Know And care About Her/tlim say

How would your.mother.describe yoy *!91 bragging to her
friends? The stereotype of a
is
how
this
section
shoutd
ur
apltoirhed. All of the poriiiu. attributes of
lolhels {escription
the individual that relate to human interactions or vduea
ski[s woutd be listed here.

such as "charmingu or'warm"; descriptors such as
"loves to help others,,
skills such as being an "excellent bakei,' or plays.a
',great game
pool,,;

examples' Clinical descriptors such as "haJalihis
are not acceptable.

Abl.r'-o,

of

,,expresses

o. ,huta,

*"

Adjectives

me laugh,,;

uri.ppropriate

anger appropriately,,
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Few positive descriptors means that you have not invited (or interviewed) the right people
or the person needs to move immediately. People who know and care about someone always
have reasons why they care. Their stories carry the positive descriptors. If you have sought
out these people and have not found them then the individual is living without people who care.
Anyone living without people who care needs to leave as quickly as is possible.

To Be Successful In Supporting Her/[Iim
If we are to be successful in supporting people with severe reputations we must do more
than honor their choices. We need to address their clinical needs. We need to address all of
the prerequisites for the individuals to achieve their desired lifestyle in the community. We
cannot assume that behavioral issues will simply cease to exist because people are getting the

lifestyle that they are asking for. For an individual who throws and breaks things when he gets
angry we cannot assume that he will no longer get angry. There need to be reasonable,
positive practice behavioral plans to deal with predictable challenging behaviors. Other clinical
support issues may be medical, psychiatric, or neurological. Any essential clinical supports
needed should be listed.
This is also the area where the issues of other essential people are addressed. In one
instance it was critical that an individual's mother be enlisted as an ally before the individual
moved. This is an individual who has a close relationship with his mother and she has correctly
perceived that we have not done well in supporting her son in the community. For another
individual, whose living arrangements crossed funding jurisdictions, officials from both county
services boards had to agree before the individual could move.

His/Her Reputation Says That He/She
Reputation needs to be approached with caution and judgement. When you are planning
with people whose reputations are the primary barrier to achieving their desired lifestyle, the
reputation must be confronted. But you must also keep in mind how difficult this can be for the
individuals who are experiencing this public parade of past sins. Consider whether this section
is needed. It can serve a number ofpurposes.

First it provides the facilitator a place to consign all of the negative attributes that some
people have a compulsion to emphasize. Second, it can be used as a contrast with the positive
attributes of the individual and demonstrates how we blame individuals for system problems.
Finally, in the process of describing the reputation, we can be alerted to issues that we must
account for. Occasionally people feel that the positive emphasis of this planning process
precludes raising issues of real concern. For example, someone who has set fires presents a
public safety issue that we be adequately prepared for.
The reputation listed in the preliminary plan needs to be shared with the individual and a
strategJ developed to assist the individual in coping with it. The terms used should be carefully
considered to see if they impart the necessary information while they are as respectful of the
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individual as is possible. Alternatives can be considered as well. Where the planning is being
done with people without severe reputations, you need to consider whetherihis section is
needed at all.

If This Is To Happen We Must As the planning meeting ends the momentum that has been created must be sustained.
A
set of concrete action steps should be developed. They are listed under this heading
with the
action, the date by which it is to be accomplished, and who is to accomplish it. A list which
includes everything up to the move of the individual is unusual. It is more important
to
establish realistic time frames for moving forward with the plan and to make the planning
participants responsible for its execution. The last step is typically a date to get
back together
to report on progress and continue the planning.

PREPARING FOR THE MEETING
Disputing The Reputation - understanding The person
Understanding the person is not a "Polyanna" process where the difficulties
are glossed
over by denouncing the service system. Understanding the person suggests
that all feople are
complicated and require more than simple assessments of splinter skills or isolated
behaviors.
Understanding the person also suggests that people with severe reputations
have positive
attributes. They have.gifts, skills, and potential contributions. Unierstanding the person
requires that we look beyond the reputation to the whole person.

First, we must get to know the whole person. We must move from traditional,
deficit
oriented assessments to understanding the person as a real person. We must go
beyond simply
identifying strengths and needs and discover what the core values are for."4ip.rron.
It is not
enough to focus on preferences, we must know each person's dreams
and nigh;ares. We
must remember that we can easily make someone's nightmares reality

-

It

is critical that we know what the values and hassles are for each person.
There are few
relationships, jobs or situations that are totally hassle-free. We choose
to continue in these
situations when the values outweigh the hassies. We choose to leave
when the hassles
outweigh the values. We must recognize that a major difference between
ourselves and people
with disabilities is that they do not get to "walk" when the hassles outweigh
the values. They
only get to leave when we allow them to leave.

Meeting The Person - Not The Reputation
We must meet the person rather than the reputation. Find a setting
where the individual is
comfortable, where the behavioralnorms of thesetting are not elicited.
It can be private space
where the individual lives but it might be a hillside whire you can sit with
a picnic. It might be
a restaurant in the neighborhood. It may require that yo, go along
with the p.rron on an

If
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outing. We need to keep in mind that the norrns of congregate settings are powerful and seek
alternatives where the individual is relaxed and comfortable. We also need to keep in mind that
many people are shy and will not let you get to know them until they get to know you.
Getting to "know" someone is a social skill more than it is a professional skill. Typical
professional skills will elicit sociat histories or determine mental statr.rs but will not help you find
out who the whole person is. You need to talk about the good times in the individual's life.
When did things go well from the individual's point of view? What are their favorite activities?
Who do they feel close to? Who would they like to have involved in their lives? What do they
like, what do they really enjoy? What annoys them, what makes them angry?

How much people can share verbally depends on their abilities as well as the relationship
you establish. Regardless of the verbal skills there is much that can be shared and learned. We
need to take the time to get to know them as individuals and not rely solely on informants.
However, because many people with disabilities are poor historians and because we have given
them extensive training in telling us what we want to hear, we also need to interview others.

Selecting "Informants" - Recruiting Alties
We typically find no shortage of professionals who can tell us what is wrong with an
individual. To understand the person we need to be able to talk to people who know the
person rather than their disabilities. We need to talk to the people who know what is right with
the individual, who can tell us why they like the individual.
Find the people who enjoy spending time with the individual. There are no rules about who
these allies can or cannot be. For individuals who live in institutions they may be from
housekeeping or be from the professionaVmanagement staff. The only rules for selection are
that these people must like the individual and enjoy spending time with him (or her). Look for
people who spend extra time with the individual. If there is no one at this moment, start going
back in time. Where someone has lived in a facility for years there are almost always people
who really know and care about the individual.

Look for family or friends who are available and interested in the individual. They are
typically the best historians for the individual's likes and dislikes over time as well as for
information about the times when things went well. Unless they appear to be a destructive
force in the life of the individual, encourage their involvement in the planning for the person as
well as the eventual supports. The key word is encourage. Do not coerce, use guilt, or
otherwise manipulate family into promising involvement that they will not be able to sustain.
Ask:

-

What do people generally like about the individual?
What are the individual's gifts; what does he/she do well; what does he/she enjoy
doing?
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What makes the individual unique; how is he/she different from other people; if we
were to characterize the individual in two or three words what would they be?
What does the individual find to be a hassle; what doesn't hdshe like doing what
makes him/trer anry;what does hdshe find to be annoying?
What motivates the individual; what is important to him (e.g., money, praise,
personal appearance, family, church, friends)?
When have things gone fairly well for the individual? Describe the circumstances,
speculate on why things went well.

Who is important to the individual and what is their relationship (e.g., mother, son,
sister, friend, special member of the staff)?
The responses can be as short or as long as the informants would like to make them. These are
areas to cover as much as they are questions to ask. Just as much of this planning process is
adapted from personal futures planning, interviewers should adapt these questions to their own
style and circumstances.

Using Professional Information - Looking Beneath The Labels
We need to look beneath the labels that the individual has acquired to determine if they
contain any helpful information. Some labels tellus very little that is useful while others provide
critical information. No label tells us where people live or what work they should do. Where
they are accurate, they can tell us where someone should not live or what situations we should
avoid.
As many labels are not accurate, we need to start with skepticism. Some people with
severe reputations seem to have acquired labels as if they were party favors. They got the
labels by simply being at a facility where someone was passing them out. They did not get the
label by meeting a set of criteria. They may have exhibited behaviors that were misinterpreted,
not examined, or elicited by an atypical institutional environment. Some labels reflect behavior
that was present in the past but which is no longer an issue.
People with severe reputations typically have psychiatric or behavioral labels. Some labels
give us critical information. If we ignore or dismiss these labels, we can cause the very failures
that we are seeking to avoid. Someone with a bipolar (manic-depressive) disorder must have
careful, competent psychiatric care. Someone with a history of severe depressions or psychosis
will need careful monitoring so that prompt appropriate treatment is given for reoccurrences.

We need to be particularly careful with the labels that are "loaded". People with labels of
pedophilia or arson are rarely welcomed. Where they do reflect a real condition, we need to
take the precautions necessary to assure the safety of the community. Yet, these labels rarely
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reflect a compulsion on the part of the individual. Typically they were not correctly applied and
have no current relevance. A number of people have labels relating to aggression, such as
intermittent explosive disorder, whose real histories describe someone who is rarely listened to.
Labels that are misapplied, or are no longer relevant, are simply another banier to life in the
community.

Mining The Records
While the typical record of an individual with a severe reputation is replete with accusations
it can also be the source of significant information. Careful review can yield information about
how to help the individual and who else to involve in helping. By reviewing the stories of
repeated failures we can prevent errors in our responses to the individual. Reading the record
from a "person centered" orientation will tell us much of what the individual does not like or
will not tolerate. There are often clues as to the characteristics of people that the individual
does like and what the individual finds to be valued. Cunent and past social histories should be
carefully reviewed for clues regarding family or significant others who may be available to
provide supports in the future.

Developing Preliminary Lists
As you are collecting information about the individual you should be organizing it. Is this a
non-negotiable? Is it part of the reputation? Once all of the pre-meeting information has been
collected it should be put on charts. Make charts with the various headings and begin to put
the information on them. The most difficult part is deciding what is and is not a nonnegotiable. Keep in mind that part of the purpose of the meeting is to review, revise, expand
the information on the charts. Keep notes of your questions and uncertainties. Sharing your
questions about what should go where is an excellent way to initiate and sustain discusiion.

Information on the charts should be free ofjargon and in everyday English. The only
exception is listing clinical labels on the "reputations" chart. Do not worry about having
complete information at this point. The purposes of devetoping preliminary charts are:

I

To organize your thoughts;

I

To discover what you know, what you do not know, and what you are not sure of;

r

To provide a place for people to start, to give them something to react to.

and

Inviting The Right People - Determining Who Is Needed, Who Is Essential
The people who need to be invited are those who know the person the best and those who
are essential in the implementation of the plan. People who really know the person can help
sort out what is a non-negotiable and what is a highly desirable. You need not invite all w-ho

utati
must approve the plan but you need the people who will be responsible for its implementation.
They will be educated by the process. Many of them will meet the person (rather than the
reputation) for the first time. If you can move the whole person to the foreground and the
reputation to the background, skeptics can be changed to allies tkough their participation in a
good planning meeting.

However, this is another area where common sense and good judgement must prevail.
People who have profoundly negative feelings about the individual will adversely effect the
meeting process and outcome. Do not invite them. Among those who know the individuat
there may be some whose schedules just do not allow for them to come when all of the other
key participants can come. You will then have to determine whether to rely on an interview to
convey their information and insights or to delay the meeting
Finally there are the key people who are really needed but are "burned-out" on the
individual and/or meetings about the individual. The first step in convincing them that this
process is different is to spend time listening to them. Most typically they will agree if they feet
that you appreciate all of their past involvement with the individual. You do not need to
convert them into enthusiasts prior to the meeting you just need them to agree to participate in
the meeting

C
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Setting The Ground Rules
Large, interdisciplinary team meetings are a frequent and familiar occurrence in human
services. People gather to share their "clinical insights", assessments, and findings in an
"objective" setting. Typically, these meetings focus on the individual's deficits (which are
labeled as "needs"). The "team's" mission is to "fix" the person. Alt of the efforts are directed
toward moving the individualtowards "independence " and "community readiness".
There are several key elements that distinguish an Essential Lifestyle Planning meeting from
a typical Interdisciplinary Team Meeting. One of the basic differences is the ground rulei that
are established and adhered to throughout the meeting. These ground rules should be clearly
stated at the beginning of each planning meeting. They are:

L

Use

plain English

Avoid clinical jargon. If we want friends and relatives to participate on an equal footing we
all have to use everyday English. Jargon can also serve to distance the individual from the iest
ofus. Using everyday descriptions, instead of clinicatterms, helps to keep the individual's
issues in the same realm as our own struggles. It is the job of the meeting facilitator to politely
rephrase jargon laden statements into everyday tanguage. Whatever is written on the lists at the
meeting and incorporated into the final plan should be in language no more sophisticated than
that of the local newspaper.
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planning meeting should be conducted with as n'ell

disability.

as

for the individual with

a

The individuals who are the focus of the meeting are always invited to the meeting. If they
are absent it should be their choice and not for our comfort or convenience. They should be
spoken to directly and never talked about as if they were not at the meeting. The respectful
inclusion of the individuals with disabilities during the meeting is a key ingredient to the overall
success of the meeting. If people are unable to speak for themselves or if it is not clear what
they want, a trusted friend or family member may, through the strength of their relationship, be
able to speak on their behalf.

3. Promisesforfurther action

are made to the group and not to the tearrl

As responsibility for the action steps are divided among the participants they must
understand that they are undertaking a collaborative process. They are making promises to the
person with a disability and the other participants, but not the "team". It is not unusual in
"team" plans to set completion dates that conform to expectations rather than reality. Ifthese

time lines "slide" the individual will see this as simply another empty exercise. Individuals who
trusted the process will be disappointed and may regress in reaction. Realistic timetabtes and
deadlines should be set and those with assignments should be held accountable to the planning
group. It is usually more important that an action step be completed thoroughly rather than
quickly. Be sure to avoid the seductive trap of over-commitment when setting up the time lines
for the steps.

While these tkee simple ground rules appear to be quite easy to implement, they represenr a
major shift in "planning behavior". It is hard to break habits and easy to revert to "team
meeting" behavior, lapsing into jargon, ignoring the individual, and making unrealistic promises.
The result can be a compromised process which produces a pate imitation of a person-centered
plan.

Setting The Tone
In this meeting we are to listen to the individual with the disability. The facilitator conducts
the meeting on the behalf of the individual with the disability. In this sensg it is the person with
the disability who directs and propels the meeting. This is an opportunity for the person's
essential lifestyle choices to be identified. Dramatic behavioral incidents of the past must be
placed within the context of the person's whole life. Do not allow the meeting to degenerate
into a series of professional "war stories". The reputation cannot become the focus of tnis
meeting. Redirect excessive discussion of negative behavioral experiences. For a person with a
disability, the negative experiences of the past can become a daily reminder of the most
humiliating moments of their lives.

It is equally important that these difficult times not be ignored or glossed over. Rather they
should be treated as holding important information for planning. What does the behavior tell
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us? The key is to learn from each experience and not to place too tittle or too much emphasis
on any incident. One sign of a good facilitator is the capacity to reframe negative accusitions
into positive statements. A man who "isolates himself' may "enjoy being alone". A woman
who "resisted doing new and more complex tasks" was discovered to "want to do things that
she is good at". Another woman, who was seen as a pest by some staff, was found to iwant to
have someone who loves me the best". Staffcentered institutions, group homes, and services
necessarily cast everything from the perspective ofthe professional. In a person centered
process we can recast these statements. By seeing them from the view point of the individual
we discover behaviors that are not remarkably different from our own.

Keeping

It Moving And On Track

_ Although the format of the person-centered plan is straightforward and easy to follow, the
focus and momentum can be compromised or lost during the meeting. It is eaiy to become
bogged down in excessive detail or psychodynamics. The challenge is to balance process and
outcome. We need sufficient discussion to allow people to get past the reputation and focus on
the individual. There needs to be enough interaction between the participants so that the
synergy of a group process can be tapped. At the same time we need to have a reasonable ptan
at the end of the meeting and we need to insure that we do not revert to focusing on what is
wrong with the individual.
Using the lists as a point of reference will hetp to keep the meeting focused on the
individuals and their lifestyle choices while avoiding the lure of tangential journeys. The
facilitator needs to tell people how long the meeting will last and the expected outcomes.
Periodically note how the group is doing relative to the remaining time. It is a role of the
facilitator to "bring the group back to task" if they get offtrack. If the group has significant
unanswered questions these can be noted and the group can move on. Schedute another
meeting to deal with them, where necessary. Typically these questions require additional
information as well as additional discussion. The information will need to be collected before
there is another meeting.

Building And Sustaining Momentum
During the meeting the momentum for change and implementation is devetoped as the
individual is seen as a whole person. As the modest requests of the individual aie identified,
they become the foreground and the reputation moves into the background. This can be
exciting! A good planning meeting will energize people to support the individual. They will
also need help.
The meeting ends with assignments being made to carry the plan fonvard as the first step in
sustaining the momentum. However, without on-going efforts, implementation will cease.
Unlike classical physics (where an object stays in motion unless acted on by an outside force),
change in human services only occurs where people keep pushing. One ofthe goals needs to
be to build a "personal network" or "circle of support" for the person. People who have others
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who care about them in their lives will not have to depend on paid staffto have their choices
honored. This is hard to do for most people who have been socially isolated, but for some
there are friends or family who only need permission. Where you find that opportunity, give
permission.

Collecting Additional Information
At the end of each planning meeting you need to ask yourself if you feel satisfied in your
understanding of the individual. It is not uncommon to find that important questions remain
unanswered. Sometimes these reflect the absence of someone that we should have invited or
questions we did not ask in an interview. More frequently they reflect the process of discovery
that goes on during the meeting. Ending a meeting with unanswered questions is not
necessarily a sign of a poor meeting or poor preparation. It can be an indication of how
misunderstood the individual has been. The questions arise when we begin to look past the
reputation to the individual.

Experience can help the facilitator to have fewer unanswered questions. However, what is
immediately at issue is getting the information. Where these questions remain the first action
steps are to find the answers. There are no rules for who is to obtain the information except
those of common sense. People who know the individual are logical choices. The facilitator
can be the one who gets the information but this may be an indication that there are too few
people who are committed to making the plan work.

Writing Up The Plan
Occasionally writing up the plan is simply a matter of transcribing the lists. More typically,
additional information or additional reflection results in changes in the plan. This is the last
opportunity to use simple declarative English in describing the individual or the supports. This
is also an opportunity to make sure that everything is stated as positively as is possible without
misstating who the individual is. This is also an opportunity for reflection. Does the plan
capture what we know about the individual? Do the non-negotiables make sense? Include the
uncertainties in the written plan. The plan should be seen as a guide rather than revealed
wisdom. Remember that it will be implemented by people who were not at the meeting as well
as those who were there.
Have the plan typed and distributed within a week of the meeting. If one of the action steps
is to get information that is to be included in the plan then the preparation and distribution oi
the plan becomes an action step with a date by which it is to be accomplished. A key element
in sustaining momentum is to put the written plan in the hands of all of the people responsible

for its implementation. If they do not get it until several weeks after the meeting it will simply

be more paper in an in-basket.
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THE PLAN IS AT THE BEGINNING NOT THE END
A successful planning meeting can be the beginning of exciting change for the individual. It
is when we stop talking and start doing. Putting person centered plans to work in a program
environment is a challenge. It is also an opportunity. System change is easier when doni one
person at a time. By focusing on the individual's issues you side-step interminable debates over
the number of people who should live together and the rules they should abide by. What
remains central is meeting the essential lifestyle choices of the individual. Can these choices be
met in existing settings? Then the individual should move to that setting. If it requires
something new, we need to create it.

It is essential that we not move from trapping people in a program mentality to trapping
them in a plan. The plan cannot be frozen in time and never change. Today's plans reflect our
present understanding and knowledge. If the plans are accurate, they are a snap-shot of what is
important now. As the person changes, as our understanding deepens, the plan should change.
We need to make certain that we do not tell people that we will plan carefully once and never
again. We have to get into the habit of listening to people with disabilities and acting on what
they tell us.

PTRTIII
RECRUITING AND DEVELOPING SUPPORTS
Introduction
his part of "supporting people with severe reputations in the community" focuses on
recruiting and developing the supports necessary for people to have the lives described in
the person centered plans. Implementation of a person centered plan depends on the
commitment, understanding, and efforts of those who actually support the individuals. ptans
that are implemented without empathy or insight may appear to offer a reasonabte lifestyte but

willnot support the desired lifestyle. Plans that are implemented without understanding the
underlying values may be frozen in time. Plans that do not change with the person will iesult in

the erosion of the quality of life of those who are supported.

Part 3 suggests that we need to change how we organize and deliver services as well as
how we plan for services. We need to change how we invest our time and resources if we are
to achieve the flexible and responsive services system that is needed. The changes needed are
reviewed and briefly illustrated. A complete review of the implications of moving from a
system of programs to one of supports is beyond the scope of this handbook. ldditional
information is found in the suggested readings and in the stories that are being shared among
those who are in the middle of change.

current Practice - Referral By Packet And Provider shopping
What is being suggested is a complete change from current practice. The two cornmon
methods of developing services for people are "referral by packet" and "provider shopping". In
"referral by packet", collections of reports which detail all of the deficits and past sins of the
individual are sent to all potential providers. These "packets" contain assessments from each of
the concerned disciplines and paint a collective picture which rationatizes why all of the prior
placements failed due to the deficits of the person. Details are provided about their labeis,
limitations, and failures. Summaries are included that review everything that person has ever
done wrong. This material can be more accusation than information. Iti etreit is to reinforce
the image of someone who is "not community ready" and further limits the options available.
Those who receive packets have received as much misinformation as accurate descriptive
material. Most providers decline to serve people who have such a one-sided, negative
description. Those who are wilting to accept the person propose extraordinary costs based on
the perceived need to have one to one, shift staffto make thi person conformio the program,s
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rules and to "protect the public". These providers will come forward with a new "dualdiagnosis" program specifically designed to respond to the descriptions they have received.
The second common practice is "shopping" by providers. Upon hearing that funding is
available for a group or class of individuals, providers will come browsing through the
institutions where the individuals are living. They will be looking for people who will "fit" in
their current programs, for the "easy" people. People are selected on the basis that if they do
not "work out" they can always be returned for an "easier" person who will be a better "fit".
This also reinforces the tendency of institutional staffto "omit" some of the challenges that
these individuals present.

Both of these practices treat people with disabilities as if they were commodities. The
funding provided supports capacity or slots rather than the individual. If the first person does
not "make it" in the slot he or she is discharged and another person is put in the slot. Discharge
typically means that the person returns to an institutional setting. In this process there is little
commitment to the individual. The result is a system that does a better job of supporting the
service providers than it does of supporting the individuals who are the reason for its existence.

Changing Our Investments
The new process of developing supports does require that more time be invested in
planning and developing the supports. Administrators and managers complain that they have
insufficient resources to meet their current obligations much less the resources necessary to
develop and implement person centered plans. They note that if sufficient funding is availablg
a number of people with severe reputations can move into the community without these ef;Forts.
Disability systems are underfunded and requests for increased funding are reasonable.
However, when the only solution is to spend more money we are looking at a system that is
conceptually bankrupt.
Even if there were more money, without person centered efforts, people with severe
reputations are not likely to stay in the community and are more likely to receive control
programs to maintain their stay. There will also be a number of people who will never move.
The resources saved by not doing person centered plans willbe expended in the endless
meetings that are convened when things go badly. The costs of developing and implementing
control programs, to make people conform to settings where they do not fit, will exceed the
costs of the development of the plans and the careful recruiting of supports.

Moving to a system of supports requires changing our investments. Understanding the
person and developing community around the person requires a greater initial investment. As
an investment, it will bring a return. For the individual, the return is a greatly enhanced quality
of life. For the system, the return is multidimensional. Success is the system's first return.
People willbe living in the community who were seen as "not community ready". The next
return is the reduction of the average long term direct and indirect costs of supporting these
individuals. Finally there are the changes that this effort can bring about in the entire system of
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services. If we can build community for the most challenging individuals we shoutd be able to
build community for everyone.

Finding The Balance For Each Individual
The greatest challenge in supporting people with disabilities is finding the balance for each
a new balance between:

individual. We are seeking

freedom and control'
supporting autonomy and providing protection; and
encouragement and coercion.

This balance needs to consider the circumstances, the core values, and the complexities of
each
individual' The input used in determining the balance needs to consider the issues of the family
and close ftiends. As recipients of public funds, providers must also consider the goals
of the
funding agencies and the expectations of society.
The initial balance should have been achieved in the plan. The planning process gives
implicit consideration to all of these issues. In the implementation of the pi-an explicii
consideration of the balance is required. Where there are concerns about potentiat violence
there must be contingency plans. All of the "what if' questions must be answered. Safeguards
to assure public safety must be present where they are required. The challenge is to determine
what is "required". Gving freedom will often reduce the need for control.

steven lives alone. He hates to have people telling him what to do.
He can cook, shop, and clean He has lots offiends but he is lonely.
He has allowed homeless people to move into his apartmcnt (againi
the rules of his subsidized housing) and appears ti be deprused. He
lives with all of his everyday possessions sunoanding him in his tiving
room. His diet consists largely of piaa, beer, and cookies. The
program response to steven would be to move him to a congregate
setting where he can "get the supervision that he needs,'. yet Steven is
adamant about wanting to live by himserf without staff supervision
Those srEponing stevenfelt that they were trapped. rh$ did notwant
to move him against his explicit wishes and could not ignore the issue
by using choice es an uicuse
when elforts were made to anderctand steven, it became clear that
loss of an important relative. Steven had
lost the percon who had helped him to maintain his balance. He had
Iost the person who gave advice with love This was advice that he was
able tofollow ond love that made himfeel valued. The challenge that

hk depression orosefrom the
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Steven's support provider has accepted is not to decrease his autonomy
but tofind people who cantill the role of his lost relative.

Before You Recruit And Develop
The efficient and cost effective implementation of person centered plans requires that we
recognize that this is part of a paradigm shift. Simply implementing the plans without tooking
at the other aspects of the paradigm shift can result in increased costs and another failure. Four
components of this paradigm shift should be kept in mind from the beginning of the
development of supports. These are: the need for individual advocates and ;personal
champions"; the importance of a "personal network"; the use of a "reliance 6ias,'; and the
paradox that "less may be more".

Looking For Individual Advocates And Personal champions
A necessary requirement for people to achieve their desired lifestyle is the presence of one
persistent and competent advocate. Where these advocates become a part oflhe individual's life
they are what Beth Mount refers to as "personal champions". Where you are tryrng to help
people with severe reputations move to the community you need to either be thl inaiviauai
advocate or find one.
Individual advocates are focused on the person. They see the individual as more important
than the funding, the program or "the system". Knowledge of the funding mechanismr,ih.
programs, and the systenl will make for a more powerful individualadvocate but is not
essential. Tenacity and commitment are more important. It is essential that the individual
advocate not become "bogged down" in the system's issues and tose sight of the individual's
issues.

Individual advocates must commit to the individual for as long as it takes for the people
they support to achieve their desired lifestyle. Before these advocates fade from an individual's
life, they have made certain that there are others who fill the rote of individual advocate. While
there are people who have this role as a part.of their work it cannot just be a job. It requires
commitment and passion. The passion needed is not the passion of iomance novels ot spy
thrillers. The passion needed is the "fire in your belly" that keeps you focused on the vision of
what the individual wants. While there will be pressures to "settle for what is available', and
compromises may have to be made, the individual advocate will persist until the desired lifestyle
is achieved. Individual advocates are not stopped by what cunently exists.

colleen wr,s able to get out ofjail because thqe was one advocate
x,ho believed she should not be in jail and should live in the
communityl He could notlind community services butwas able to
have her move to a small ICF-MR (Intermediare carc Facilityfor
People with Mental Raardatiod. n was several yearc before ihe could
movefrom the ICF she had entered after leaving jail but her advocate
was percistenl llhenfunds were cut he advocatedfor the closing of
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ICF.

Using a person centered planning process the stalf of the ICF
found a provider who would meet Colleen rather than her reputation
and she was able to achiarc her desired lifestyle (for less than half of
the cost of semices in the ICF), There were 14 people with very severe
reputations living there A handful of peopleu'ere commiaed to having
these individuals live in the comnunity. Twelve of the 14 people
(including Colleen) moved to the communitlt based on person centered
plans. They all confinue to live in the community in their desired
lifestyles.
the

Individual advocates are not personal champions. A personal champion makes a
connection with an individual that transcends any professional relationship. When you listen to
someone who is a personal champion you hear descriptions like love and friendship. You hear
how the person with the disability will always be a part of the personal champion'slife. While
the label personal champion could be construed as someone in a superior position, what you
hear is profound respect for the individual. The person with the disability is not a cause, but an
individual whom you value.
Personal champions cannot be mandated. You cannot mandate the connection and
commitment needed. You can insure that there are opportunities for a personal champion to
emerge' Professionals may need permission to transcend their assigned roles. Family and
friends may need to be encouraged to go forward despite professional resistance. Some people

to know what to do instinctively while most benefit from assistance and having a mintor.
Everyone benefits from support. A personal champion can also serve as the nucleus of a
personal network.
seem

Jonfirst went to court after he tried to have a young gtrt become
his "serious girlfiend", He received no counseling or assistance but
was placed in a residential school as the response to his ,,sr-:;ual
problem". lYhile living at the school, Jon had consensuar sex with

pfo.

This was against the school rules and he was dischargedfrom
the residential school He then went to an ICF, where a report sent to
the judge noted one "episode of inappropriate touching,,. (hon had
patted a peer on the "btrtt" while watching afootball game) This ICF
was scheduled to be closed Once the judge was notilied of the closure,
the judge decided that Jon should be sent to the state pison

sarah had met Jon several months previously and had gotten to
know him She believed that his issze is one of loneliness. He
desperately wants to "belong" andfeel loved" she said that if he went
t9 prison "his lifewould be over,,. lVithout making a conscious
decision she became Jon's personal champion sie insured thor a
person centered plan a,as developed The plan included supemised
employment and community living, with enough supert'ision to insure
that the public was safe Sarah then set out to coniince the judge that
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this was the better plan He would not return any phone calls nor
respond to any letters regarding Jon Sarah knew that if she could not
get the judge to listen Jon would go to jaiL She packed a biefcase with
work to keep her basy and sat outside of the judge's chamber doorfrom
8:00 AM until 6:20 PM. Illhen the judge emergedfrom his chambers,
he said that hefelt sorryfor Sarah andwould speak to herfor 5
minutes. An hour and ten minutes later, Sarah and the judge left his
office. He set a datefor the hearing and agreedwith the communitybased

plan

The Importance Of A Personal Network
It is a cliche that the best protection

anyone can have is a circle of concerned family and
give
people
who
us the advice that we trust, they support us on a daily
friends. These are the
basis and rally around us in a time of crisis. As defined in Service Brokerage (Salisbury,
Dickey, and Crawford l99l) a "personal network is made up of the people who support,
sustain, and enhance the autonomy of the person...". While people with severe reputations
have the greatest need for a personal network, many have little family involvement and no
friends. When faced with the difficulty of moving people with severe reputations to the
community, it may seem absurd to be talking about developing a personal network but it is an
investment that will bring a return.

For people who have no concerned family or friends, developing a personal network takes
time. While it may take years, we often miss the opportunities to begin the process. It is not
unknown for people to have concerned family members who only need permission and support
to be the foundation of a personal network. Occasionally there are people from the individual's
past who are pleased to be asked and a number of individuals have people from their time in
institutions who want to continue to be part of their lives.
Jacob isfamous within the disability system and in his home
community. He has lived at hotne, in group homes, in state psychiatric
hospitals, and currently lives in gn institutionfor people with mental
retardation His past included awide anay of anti-social aca. He
talks "tough", with reference to guns and knives His reputalion says
he is dangerous even though he has never hurt anyone His last
placenrcnts did not consider /ris isszes as much as they reJlected the
needs of the systetn His predictable "failure" and subsequent moves
have added to his reputation Jacob gren' up in a dysfunctionalfamily
where most memberc strove to put as much distance as was possible
between themselves and their parents. He has a sister who has recently
become involved and is advocatingfor him She hos demonstrated a
willingness to cali anyone, including the governor, on behalf of her
brothen She has been seen as part of the problem rather than as pan
of the solufion With encouragement, support, and a sense of
partnerchip she can serve as the nucleus of his penonal network
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Unfortunately the disability system often starts out with an adversariat relationship with the
strongest advocates. The strong advocates want what is "best" for the individuat but may not
know what the "best" is. They listen to advice from professionals that is given as if it were
revealed wisdom. Over the years they have noticed that the wisdom has changed. yesterday,s
advice and today's recommendations may be opposed to one another. This does not inspire
trust. Trust is further eroded when it is clear that the system has failed the person. As we have
consistently failed people with severe reputations, the adversariat retationship begins with
our
past behavior. The disability system also distances and alienates strong advocatei
by acting as
if only professionals have worthwhile contributions to make in the ptanning process.

-

The best way to offer encouragement and establish a partnership is to involve the advocates
in-the planning process. Interview them before the meeting and begtn to establish
a

relationship. Invite them to be active participants in the meeting and respect their contributions.
Encourage them to take responsibility for action steps that they can reaionably accomplish.
Help them to understand what a personal network, or circle of friends does and see if ihey
are
willing to be the nucleus of the individuat's network.
Personal networks, where they have been developed, are very powerful. people
that you
can rely on for advice, people who will advocate for the supports you need now and
the
changes you need in the future, people who will rise to the c-hallenges and crises
of life, are

the
result of a strong personal network. Few peopte with disabilities have a personal network
without significant efforts on the part of a core group of caring people. ihir ir an effort that
needs to begin as supports are developed and recruited. We need to look for
the opportunities
that can be created and used to start the foundation of a personal network.

A Reliance Bias
Community resources must be used with a "reliance bias". The concept of a ,'reliance bias'
is simple. The supports that an individual needs should be provided by the individual
or as
close to the individual as is possibte and reasonable. Each iupport should be reviewed
to see
how close to the individual it can be accomplished, i.e. by the individual, the family, a friend,
a
community associatioq a generic agency, or a disability agency.
We are speaking of a bias rather than a rule because of the potential for abuse. Good sense
must prevail, e.g.-

Individuals should not get tasks they "could" or "should" do but will not.
Families should not be asked to do things the individual would prefer they not
do or
which they are unlikely to do.
Members of the community should not be asked to provide supports that an
individual would prefer to receive from a disability professional.
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Susan lives by herself She enjoys her lifestyle but has dfficulty
getting to work on time She just could not get hercelf moving in the
mornings. The typical response would be to say that Susan could not
live by herself or to pay a staff member to work a morning ,,shift,, in
Susan's home However, the support provider looked to the community
Susan and her neighbor are frtends. It x,(a not a big step for the
neighbor to agree to come to Susan's home each morningfor coffee
Susan is now motivated to be up early enough to have the colfee ready
and she gets to work on time

firsl

Less Is More, But Less Can Also Be Dangerous
Anita lived in a psychiatric hospitalfrom the age of I6 until she
wu 26. Every time she broke one of the hospital's rules she was
punished by beingfurther restricted lV'hen we met her she said: ,,1
have these 4 walls, one wall has a picture, one wall has a window and
one wall has a doon I can go in the room but not out the doon I can
raise my window and touch outside I can smell outside But I cannot
be outside." She was restricted to her bedroom and an area near the
nursing station The perception of the hospital stalf was that she
needed one-to-one, shift supen'ision She is now living in the
community tuith a paid roommate she is working on her G.E.D. and
discussing career options. Life is not without excitemenl She tests the
commitment of her support provider and has spent some fime in acute
care hospitals. But someone who "had no ego,, and ,,could not live
outside of 24 hour structure" is demonstrafing that /ess is more
When the system engages in a control struggle with an individual no one wins. The system
achieves controlby using restrictive environments, behavior programs, increasing numbers of
staff, and the use of medications. The expense of this effort reduces the funds available to
support others. The restrictive nature of the efforts adds to the reputation of the individual. In
the absence of positive control over their lives many people with severe reputations seek
negative control. With the perception that they have nothing to lose they will escatate until
they are overpowered. Many people are simply saylng that they will settle for nothing less than
what they have asked for. As the disability system will not listen to their verbal complaints they
will make non-verbal statements. All of these individuals see their reputations grow while their
options shrink.

For these individuals, the automatic response of the system is to see them as needing the
of staffFng in the community that has been provided in the institutions. When we are
able to see past the reputation to the person we see someone who needs positive control.
Many of these individuals need fewer hours of supervision and more resources devoted to
meeting their non'negotiables. The only "behavior program" that some of these individuals
need is to be treated with respect. They want to live in a place that they like where there are
same kind
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people with whom they want to spend time. They need to have people in'their lives with whom
they identify and who they admire.

Ertc is a very shy but veryfunny guy who had a run of bad luck
placed in a residential school when his grandmother was no
Ionger able to provide the care he needed He had an immediate need
for a place to live at a time when there were no vacancies in the
programs in his home community. His luck did not improve as the
system attended to the next crtsis and did not consider his return His
reputation was his placemenl Anyone in a residential school must be
challenging. |Yhen we met Ertc he had "graduated" from school but
wfls still living there with 24 hour supen'ision He always wanted to be
a cashier so his "training program" was to operote a play cash register
with play monEl. He told us that he knew that this was not real monelt.

He

was

ll/hen we asked Eric wltere he wotuld like to live he namedJive
different towns. He was willing to live an1ruhere, so long as he was
able to leave the school ll/hen we spent some tim"e with him it became
clear that he wanted to be close to his family. He wanted to be able to
visit them when he wanted to and not just rphen "transportation could
be ananged" Eric now lives near a bus line that is no mrrre than one
transferfrom his importantfamily members (including his
grandmother). He lives by himself with stalf who come by each
evening and spend time with him on the weekends. He is thinking
about having a roommate because it is "pretty lonely,, living by
yourcelf Asfor v'ork, he hos ajob at Rite-Aid He startedwith afutt
time job coach but he only needed himfor thefirst day. Being a
cashier is still a goal but it is now only one of a number of goalsfor his
career in retail sales. The cost of supporting him in the community is
approximately one-third the cost that was being paidfor the residential
schooL

'Some
There are dangers in all generalizations.
peopte need safeguards. They need
supervision to protect them or to protect the community. We can get so focused on looking at
someone's positive attributes that we forget to account for the challenges that the individual
presents. We are not doing anyone a favor if we support people in settings where their
behavior adds to their reputations. One of the traps in this process is advocating for supports
purely on the basis of cost. Disability systems tend to see average costs as maximum costs. As
supporting people with severe reputations typically has a lower average cost than placing
people in programs, there is the assumption that it is always cheaper. As the primary cost of
services is the cost of stafi, those people who need supervision to protect themselves or to
protect others will be relatively expensive.
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WHO TO RECRUIT WA{TTO DEVELOP
The Importance Of Partnership
The thoughtful implementation of a person centered plan requires partnerships. There
should be a partnership between those who have done the planning and those who are doing
the implementation. Partnerships, like community, should be inclusive. We should seek
partnerships with the individual, the planning team, the provider(s), the individual, the family,
and the funding and regulatory bodies. In a system whose components have an "us versus
them" mentality, this is a challenge. We do not have to like each other to be partners, but we
do need to respect each other.
Person centered planning only works when all of the parties are contributing information
and creating the synergy found in functional groups. A good plan demonstrates a basic
understanding of the individual and understanding anyone requires that we consider the multifaceted complexities that each human presents. This is not likely to occur without a partnership.
The positive implementation of a plan is not a cookbook exercise. It requires creativity,
flexibility, and responsiveness. This is unlikely to occur without partnership.

Recruiting And Selecting Providers - Looking For
A "Hook", fnsuring The Commitment
The success of the person centered plans will depend on the providers who implement
them. Remember that while the person centered plan articulates the choices, it is the provider
who implements them. Providers must commit to the individual rather than to the program. A
desire to be trendy or secure the money that the person represents is not sufficient. However, it
can be the "hook" that is used to interest a provider. Those who are seeking someone to
implement a plan need to separate marketing from commitment. It is acceptable to get a
provider's attention by suggesting that there are financial or ego rewards. After their attention
has been secured, we need to insure that providers listen to what the individual is asking for and
then commit to helping the individual "get it".

While good intentions are important, they are not sufficient. There needs to be a reasonable
match between the desires and challenges of the individual and the skills and practices of the
provider. Different providers have different skills, abilities, tolerances, and limits in supporting
people with disabilities. This is an area that providers rarely consider but has proven to be
critical for some individuals. The process of reviewing non-negotiables will winnow out many
providers who have not thought through the issues of implementation. For others it is helpful
to look to their current successes and failures. Providers who are successful in supporting
individuals needing lots of structure may not be successful in supporting people needing very
flexible responses. People who want an active sociallife need to be supported by providers
who will support them in their desired lifestyle. Providers often need to be assisted in not
accepting people they will not be able to adequately support.
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Looking Inside Large Providers
While the capacities and interests of providers are partially a reflection of "corporate
culture" it also reflects the capacities and interests of staff. Large providers are not necessarily
monolithic structures. There are often managers of units or seciiois whose values and
practices are congruent with the individuals' plans. Typically the managers of
these units have
established their own culture. The risk in using these units within the large provider
is the
potential that the commitment to the individual wilt leave with thernrnug-"r.' If
the manager has
been skillful in instilling the values, they will survive the departure of thJmanager.
If the
funding agency reinforces these values they will almost certainly continue.

Remember While You Are Recruiting...
Commitment to the individual starts with saying yes to the non-negotiabtes. It includes
seeking to offer as many of the strong preferences and highly desirables as is feasible.
The
commitment to the individual should include a recognition that the supports need
to change as
the individual (and our understanding of the individual) changes. tmpiimentation just
is
tf,e
beginning of a process where we have to keep listening to th; individual.

Harry is a veryfamous person in his state He is a big, strong guy
who was ahtays getting in trouble His tendency to be violent had
rysyltld in an on-going institutional tour. lyhen people wkedwhy he
had done something that had resulted in his being iiiait (or any other
facility) he would reply, "J am Harry smith, thisjs who I am,,. one
community provider was willing to give him a chance A percon
centered plan
developed and staff were hired who were not
'r.tos
intimidated by Harry's size, reputation or behavior.
Horry did better than he had ever done but he continued to have
proble-ms. His stalf secured six differentjobsfor Harry in as many
months. Most of them were the traditional jobs
for piople with
cognitive disabilities, working in.fastfood restauraits ind doing
grounds maintenance Horry Eept saying he wanted to be a
veturtnarian and the staff replied that you have to go to college to
be a
vel Harry had tried basic aduh education but without success. He
would say "*#!@ college, I want to be a vet,,
A stalf membertinally listened and got him avolunteer job in an
animal shelten The director of the animal shelter (which ias mostly
volunteer stal0 says that Harry is their best volunteer. He does
whatever is required He cleans the pens. Hefeeds, waten and grooms
the animals. Everyone says that heis very geott, atnd nunuring-with
the animals. Harry has had a drinking priilemftor years but
has now
stopped drinking.
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A number of providers will understand the concept of offering lifestyle choices from the
beginning and be excited about the opportunities that this approach provides. Many providers
will understand the concept after they have had the opportunity to participate in a person
centered planning meeting. Some providers will find the concepts involved in a person
centered approach antithetical to their values. This latter group will not provide reasonable
supports and should not be coerced into the effort. For a number of providers the structural
changes that supports require cause hesitation. These providers need assistance in seeing how

they can make the needed changes.

The most typical label for these services is supported living. As supported living is the
"latest trend" in service delivery a number of providers wilt be interested because they want to
be current with the latest technologies. Capitalize on a willingness to change, even a
willingness to be trendy. Major changes can arise from a desire to see what supported living is
about. What is essential is that providers learn that it is more than just another program.
Supported living entails a commitment to individuals, not to programs. The best way to hetp
people understand the process is for them to attend a planning meeting.
Implementing the plan using a reliance bias will be challenging to many providers. Most
people are used to having the disability system be the provider of "first resort". Only where
there are things that the disability system cannot do are the resources of the community
considered. Turning this process on its head will take practice. As providers are recruited and
the implementation of plans is discussed, time needs to be devoted to looking at the potential
resources of the community in meeting the needs of the individual.

The Hazards Of Specialized Providers
The outcome of these efforts must be an individualwho is not only tiving in the community
but is part of the community. There is a tendency to measure success purely by duration of stay
in a community setting. If we are to offer people their chosen tifestyle we must do better. Too
often people with severe reputations are living in community settings that are more isotated
than the institutional settings they left.
There are dangers in the "successful" programs that have developed specifically to support
these individuals. These programs have a tendency to become self-contained. Their success
and dedication coupled with community resistance can lead to a perception that they are the
only people who really care, who can cope with the challenges, who willbe there for the "long

haul". From the perspective of formal agency support they may be correct. No other human
service agencies may be willing to support "their people". From the perspective of the
community they are missing critical opportunities. There are other individual community
members who could be wonderfi,rl friends and companions to the people they support. The
more positively connected and embedded in the community the individuals are the more likely
that they will achieve the lived that they seek.

A byproduct of isolation from the community is staff"bum-out". A number of people with
severe reputations are difficult to be with over extended periods of time. In this thly aie no
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different from many ordinary people. Instead of finding a number of potential friends who can
spend an evening or afternoon with the person the disability system relies on shift staffwho
"run programs". Things happen to the individual rather than with the individual. Control
struggles are likely. Staff, quickly caught up in the battle for control, forget that one of the few
areas where the individual has control is the ability to out-escalate the staff The staffand the
individual tire of each other. The staffmember complains of burn-out and leaves. The
individual cannot leave but knows that his or her behavior can bring about a change in the staff.

Responses That Account For The Lifestyle Choices
An essential lifestyle plan (and most other person centered plans) provide a skeletal
description of the characteristics of the desired lifestyle. While a good plan captures the critical
lifestyle choices it does so with stark simplicity. The response to this plan should detail how
the lifestyle will be achieved and address any disability issues. The detail in the response to the
person centered plan allows those who are supporting the individual to make an initial
determination of whether or not those proposing to provide the supports have a grasp of the
lifestyle choices and the disability issues of the individual. The amount of detail presented will
vary depending on the circumstances of the individual and the local requirements for individual
plans.

It is important to

supplement these written responses with oral presentations. A discussion,
as short as twenty minutes, will reveal, with great ctarity, whether or not the person centered
plan was understood and the degree to which reasonable implementation is pioposed. Where
there are multiple providers who are proposing to support the same individual, i'options
meetings" can be held where each provider sets forth their proposal. The individuals and those
who attend on their behalf decide which provider has put forward'the proposal that will best
address the lifestyle and disability issues of the individuat. Some option meetings resutt in
unanimous decisions about who should support the individual. Others result in follow-up visits
to existing support settings. Regardless of the outcome, the individual is empowered by the
process.

The initial presentation should be seen as a part of a dialogue between partners.
Empowering the individual and those who support them does not detract fiom the
contributions that knowledgeable, committed providers will make. Where there is mutuat
respect, all parties value the contributions of the others. Support providers who are present
from the beginning of the planning process start as partners. Providers who join later in the
process need to become partners before they initiate services.

Add ressing Disa bility Issues
Throughout this handbook relativety little space is devoted to the disability issues that
preoccupy much of the literature on services for people with disabilities. The rationale
for this
lack of attention is twofold. First, there is adequite iiterature on addressing these issues
and
familiarity with this literature is assumed. Second, while the disability issue-s must be accounted
for, they should not determine where people live, who they live with, or what they should do
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during the day. Disabilities can and do limit some of the lifestyle options for many people but
they should not have the pervasive effect that they have had for people with cognitive
impairments. There are people with heart conditions which preclude vigorous exercise. There
ari people with severe diabetes who must adhere to restrictive diets. Neither group is told
wheie to live or who to live with. Both groups need to account for their disabilities within a
broad range of self-selected lifestyles. People with cognitive impairments should have the same
options.
One of the keys to accomplishing this is by preventing disabilities from becoming handicaps.
Someone who has difficulty learning how to cook can often'learn to microwave. Environments
can be modified and settings can be chosen which minimize the degree to which disabilities
become handicaps.

David inhertted many thingsfrom hisfather: his easy-going
manner; his blue eyes; and his propensity to develop seious heart
disease and high blood pressure When David moved into a home with
two other men he hadthe opportunity to learn to cookfor himself
rather than to eal Mom's heart healtlryfootls, With thefreedom to eat
anything he wanted, whena'er he wanted, he quickly gained 20
pounds. David's b.lood pressure soared and he was placed on a diet by
He said: "Man, this is iust like being at
his physician David hated
my Mom's. People are always telling me what to eat and how to cook.
This sucks!"

it

A psychologist was called in to write a behavior change program
that wouldfocus on increasing David's compliance with his diel
Wsely, the psychologist smt this as an issue of personal control rather
than as a "problem". llte had made his disability into a handicap.
Control was returned to David He now plans his menus with his
house counselor and shopsfor his ownfoods. Everything he likes to
eat has been color coded as red" green,and yellowfoods Redfoods are
restrtctud by amount each day, yellowfoods are less restricted and
greenfoods have no restrictions. David marks hisfood, with the
counselor's help, after each shopping t ip and controls his own
consumption Using a simple chart tu match thefootls to his dia, he
has lost 25 pountls. He is now 5 pounds lighter than he was when he
was eating his mother's coohing. His blood pressure is lower than ever
and he has the control that he wants.
Disability issues must stitl be accounted for. An implementation proposal that does not
address the disability issues is just as unacceptable as a response that does not account for the
lifestyle choices. Many of these disability issues are embedded in the lifestyle choices. The
need for someone who uses a wheelchair to have an accessible home and access to the
community is as much a lifestyle requirement as a disability issue. The desire for someone with
a cognitive impairment to acquire new skills is also a lifestyle choice. Accounting for the
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disability requires that the need for clinical services and the need for supervision to assure the
well being of the individual or to protect the community is carefully assessed.
People with severe reputations are more likely to need psychiatric or behavioral services
than are people with similar cognitive impairments. They need services that will respect and
support their lifestyle choices. Too frequently the providers of these support services have
been agents of social control who listen to the complaints of staffmore than the concerns of the
individual. Where these services are essential to success in the community, they need to be in
place before the individual arrives.

Both the person centered plan and the implementation of the proposal must balance the
need for supervision against the desire for autonomy on the part of the individual. Skillful plans
and carefully crafted implementation responses will minimize the tension between these
competing needs. Where the conflict continues, there needs to be a frank and open discussion
of the issues. Everyone must accept that there needs to be a batance between safety and
satisfaction. The balance will vary from individual to individual. The balance should also be
seen as dynamic, with changes expected over time. Negotiation should be the rule. The
exceptions are those conditions set forth in court orders. However, even court orders can be
changed over time.
Where there are issues of public safety, they need to be carefully addressed. Many people
who present a public safety issue need not languish in institutions if the supervision needed to
address their issues is present.

Thetirst thing you notice about Mary is her dimples. The second is
how soft spoken she is. she rarely speaks louder than a whisper and
her head is usually bentfonvard as she speaks. She does not strike you
as a dangerous person but she did set aJire she burned herfamily,s
house to the ground she was sent to an institutionfor people with
mental retardation and was not allowed to return to herfamily or live
in the community. During a person centered planning process, it
became apparent thal Mary's "ftre setting" wes directly rerated to her
situation in thefamily home Mary's older sister was jearous of the
time and attention that Mary gotfrom her parents. She was angry over
constant requests to bring Mory along with her to parties and outings
with herfriends.
The sisterc started to bicker andfight Mary's sister was stronger
and always able to get the last punch in before their mother banished
them to their rooms. Mary linaily figured out a way to nget the last
punch in". Ma4t set afire in her sister's room (when her sister was
absent) and shut the doon Thefire quickty spread and the entire house
was bu_rned to the ground rlthile it x,as clear that Mary had set thelire
to get back at her sister it was not clear as to what Mary might do the
next time she was angry with someone What would happen if
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someone else "picked on her"? ll/e kneu, that she did not have a
compulsion to settires or an unusualfascination withfire. Houtever,
we also knap that Mary and the community deserved to be safe A
communigt provider wasfound who liked Mau, was wiiling to support
her in a lifestyle of her own choosing, and installed a sprinkler system
throughout her home. Mary has now lived in the homefor fivo yearc.
She cooks, hasfires in herfireplace, and barbecues on a grill without
any incidents ofJire setting. Her neighborc remain safe and she is
included and welcomed in her neighborhood

Have The Support There Before The Individual Arrives
A common reason for community failure is the absence of criticat clinical supports. If an
individual needs psychotropic medications to live successfully in the community, competent
psychiatric services must be arranged before the individual moves into the community. If the
individual is receiving a psychotropic cocktail, competent and careful psychiatric support will
be required to sort out the medication issues without catastrophe. Peopte who have seizure
disorders or other medical conditions need to have the specialized services waiting for them.
Individuals who need counseling or therapy should be able to start without delay. Where staff
need to be trained in how to support the individual, the training should be compteted prior to
the individual's arrival.

All of these issues are simple common sense but are frequently ignored. The funding and
alrangements for residential supports may be on a different "track". There may be no interested
professionals available to provide the services. The pressure to have the person move may

seem overwhelming. Recruiting and developing these supports is as critical as the development
and implementation of person centered plans. If the clinical services are seen as a priorityby
the clinical providers, they will be developed. Where they are seen as another unwelcome

burden in an already over-committed system they are not developed or are woefully inadequate.

Seeking Allies
Where change is needed it is essential to'have allies. Allies in positions of power can
protect programs that are vulnerable as they learn new ways of supporting people. Allies in
positions of power can insure that changes in regulations or funding mechanisms will be
congruent with supporting people. Where these allies exist they need to be supported. Where
they do not exist they need to be recruited.
In the bureaucratic tribalism of the "us versus them" mentality, everyone who is not of our
group is part of "them". We forget that most people who are in ihe field of disabilities entered
the-field to help people. We need to relinquish the odd comfort that this thinking provides and
look at each one of "them" as individuals. There are people in each system who f,ave not had a
new thought since they left school. There are people in each of the groups who would like to
see change. When asked, most people can name those in the other grouit who would promote
changes to systems of support. Someone simply needs to make the first overture.
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Changing The System
Implementing person centered plans will require that we change the system. While this is a
laudable goal it is also a daunting prospect. It helps to remember that this happens one person
at a time. The system only needs to change enough to implement each person's plan. Some
people will require very few changes. What is present can be easily adapted to meet their plans.
For others, new services or new providers may need to be developed. Where there is a
provider who is willing to change, that provider must be supported (and protected) while
making the change.
Implementing a person centered plan appears simple and can be done in a matter of weeks.
The simplicity is deceptive. We have found that it typically takes two years for a provider to
successfully and fully convert from programs to supports. It often takes a year to complete the
process of changing the administrative structures and insuring that the documentation reflects
the new efforts. Changing the attitudes and practices of stafftakes time. Changing "corporate
culture" takes even more time. Learning how to support people (as opposed to programming
for them) requires experience. Ironically, one of the key indicators that a provider has
completed the process of conversion to supports is for them to acknowledge how much they
continue to need to learn.
Where supported living is not a current option, the changes needed to implement the person
centered plans for some people will need to be made at the system level. There may need to be
changes in regulations, enforcement, or funding mechanisms. These also take time. Often they
take too long from the perspective of the individual. Where the individual must wait, interim
efforts need to be considered. The danger with interim efforts is that they remove pressure
from the system, and without pressure there is no change. It is essential to not let this turn into
a "catch 22" . There needs to be a balance where the pressure to secure change is rnaintained
while people are not allowed to languish without services.
Because changing regulations or funding mechanisms takes time, these changes need to
start as soon as possible. Many states and localities appear to have a compulsion to develop
new regulations or amendments to medicaid waivers without considering the efforts that other
localities have made. Re-gulations that facilitate the development and implementation of
support services have been developed and are in place in a large number of states. Everyone
should be able to find a congenial set of regulations to use as a model.

The lives of individuals will begin to change as soon as the efforts focus on the individual
rather than program. Person-centered efforts need to be the first part ofthe process of systems
change. The dramatic improvements in the lives of those people who can be supported in their
desired life-styles is its own reward. Confronting the disparity between what others need and
what is present provides the spur needed to change the system.

A Cautionary Note
Recruiting providers can become an end in itself. There are always pressures to have
people move. Goals are set by external agencies to have a fixed number of people move within
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frame. Individuals with disabilities will say yes to anyone who will get them
out of an institution. We must always keep in mind that we are playrng "you bet their lives"
we develop these services. A carefully developed and implemented person centered process
can result in people having the lives that they have always wanted. A poorly implemented
person centered process can result in our having failed the individual once again.
a particular time

as

PA.ItTIV
PERVERSION PREVENTION
We have written this handbook with concern as wetl as hope. While we are hopeful
that it
will be used to enhance the quality of life of people with disabilities, we are also concerned
about the potential abuses. The potentials for misuse, abuse, and perversions are
vast. In
reviewing the application of person centered planning we have found that
there ur. u nu,nU., of
perversions that' unfortunately, are common. We have described these in
the following section
in hope of preventing some of the more common.

Seeking And Achieving Understanding
gTon centered planning is a technology. Properly applied it results in understanding the
lifestyle desired by the person and how it may be achieved. Unlike many
technologies,
p€rson centered planning is valueJaden. While each of the person
centired planning
technologies has a different focus and a different process.[
respect for the individual and an expectation that the individual will
be included in her or his
community. All of the techniques assume that those who are facilitating the planning
will spend
sufficient time to discover the core values of the individual and to insure
that these values are
accounted for in the plan. When these techniques are treated as just
another process, without
regard to their explicit and implicit vatues, they are perverted.

"ffi#;;:;;1,.:"[tJffi[gu*

Abuses generally arise from a lack of understanding on the part
of those conducting the
planning' The changea program to a support molel has been described as a paradigm
!-om
shift. As a paradigmshift we are changing the 'Tilters" through which
we sort information. It
changes the relative importance that we give to different pieces
of information. What an

individual cannot do is seen as less important than discovlring the life-style
that individual
might like to live. Professionals who have learned to change their wordsiut
have not changed
how they "filter" the information are not uncommon. It is easier to
change the way we talk
then the way we act. Most of the misuse of person centered planning
results from using
program model practices while using support model language.

Not Discovering The Core Values
A good plan develops a vision ofthe future. The vision that should
arise from a person
centered plan is the individual's vision, not the vision of
the professionals or the system.
Describing someone else's vision of their future requires thai
we understand tt r inoiuiouals and
their core values. Understanding an individual is never complete, people
continuously change
while they remain complex. The understanding that we do achieve
arises from what is shared.
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We share stories from our past, dreams of our future, and the experiences of the present.
Understanding is a process that occurs over time. In the artificial process of person centered
planning we substitute interviews and discussions for the time that we have not spent with the
individual. We need to recognize the limitations of these substitutes. A person centered plan is
a way to begin the process of understanding. It begins with listening to the words and behavior
of the individual and continues with listening to those who know and care about the individual.
The end of the person centered plan should be the beginning of a lifelong effort of
understanding the changing desires and needs of individuals.
The most common misuse of the person centered planning process is to confuse soliciting
the superficial expression of choice with discovering the core values of the individual. The core
values of the individual are relatively stable over time. They tell us who the individual is and
the characteristics of the settings where the individual would like to live and work. If you
know the core values you will understand how much privacy the individual requires. You will
know where to begin in supporting the individual in the community. You will discover that
there is no substitute for taking the time needed to understand the individual.
The people most vulnerable to this abuse are those who wish to leave an institution. People
who desperately wish to leave an institution will supply any answer in order to leave. Because
they cannot leave without bging selected they will agree to any conditions necessary to be
selected. The professionals who have conducted the interviews will say that they have elicited
the choices of the individual. In reality the professionals have distorted the process and abused
their power. They have carried on a form of negotiation where they have all of the power and
the individual who is desperate to leave has none. They have not spent the time necessary to
discover the core values of the individual. They do not know what is essential in the life of the
individual. They know what they have available and obtain the coerced consent of the
individual to accept it.
The presence of significant disabilities should reinforce the need to understand the person.
However, the profound power of the current model of services allows professionals to assign
people to places to live (and who to live with) according to their disability labels. For
individuals who do not speak for themselves.this becomes even more tempting. Reliance on
labels denies the individuality of the people we support. The more severe the disability an
individual has, the more time will be needed to understand the individual. Unfortunately, the
more severe the disability the more likely professionals will rely on the labels alone.

Implementation With Understanding
Understanding another person is a process and a skill. Participation in the planning activities
initiates the process and builds skills. Where those who are developing the supports have not
had the opportunity to participate in the planning process, they must have other opportunities
to develop understanding. They need to: spend the time needed to get to know the individual;
talk to those who know and care about the individual; and make the effort to understand what
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is behind the words in the plan. The more skilled you are, the less time is needed to achieve a
basic level of understanding, but there are clear minimums.

All people are complex, regardless of the presence or

absence of a

disability. All people

show different facets of themselves in different settings and with different people.
Understanding requires that more than one facet be seen. Further, we cannot claim to
understand someone if we do not know their core values. Discovering core values requires a
picture of the person across settings. By definition, core values are stable across settings
although they may be manifested differently in each setting.

Kathy is one of the mostfamous individnals in Maryland Some

this fame rests on the creativity that she uses in expressing her
displeasure with the services she receives and the people providing

of

them. l{hile the manifestations have rangedfrom practical jolces to

aggression to streaking, there are core values that are consistent
throughout Kathy demands that you take her seriously and respect her
as an individual By doing neither we have trapped Kathy in a cycle of
c o mmu nity failu re and i nstituti o nal izatio tt

A recent planfor her movement to the community carefully
considered how to honor her non-negotiables but had proposed that
two staff be on duty rvith her at all times, The rationale wu that Kathy
willfabicate stories regarding staff abuse The second person on duty
could dispute those accusations. Wile the response represented an
elfort to avoid a real problem, it demonstrated a lack of appreciation of
Kathy's core values. First, Kathy is creative enough to develop
plausible stories regarding abusefrom both of the staff on duty,
Second, she would see this as evidence of a lack of trust Finally, she
would see this as excessively intrusive, manifesting a lack of respecl

Understanding Deepens Over Time
Gven the complexity of people, our understanding should continue to deepen indefinitely
over time. Our initial efforts should be seen as a beginning, not an end. Sharing experiences
with those we support is the best way to deepen our understanding. Sharing portions of our
lives also develops the relationships upon which mutual commitment and interdependence are
based. Careful implementation of a plan that honors choice is the first part of the process. The
understanding that arises from sharing life experiences is the necessary next part ofthe process.
Understanding is a process that is focused on a moving target. People change over time.
People who have lived in impoverished environments may need a period of frequent change.
They need to learn what their desired life-style is by trying a variety of settings. We need to
keep listening to their words and behaviors while these individuals test the perception of who
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they are against the reality of their life experiences. This requires that we support change that
occurs at the pace requested by the individual rather than the pace dictated by our review cycle.
Once people are empowered to seek their desired life-styles they will continue to want
changes to maintain their evolving perception of a reasonable quality of life. CarolBeatty of
Alternative Living, Inc. (ALI) tells how 70 of the 74 people that ALI supports wanted
significant changes in a one year period. These were not changes that the agency could not
afford, they were the reasonable changes that any group of people might want over the course
of a year. Some people wanted to change who they lived with. Some people wanted to change
where they lived. Many people wanted to change how they spent their time. These changes
did not occur according to an agency review schedule. People's lives changed according to
their own schedule. The staffof ALI see supporting these changes as a challenge but they also
see it as central to their mission.

Abuses In The Implementation Response
In the essential life-style planning process the development of the plan is only the first part
of the process. It needs to be followed by an implementation response. One of the most
common perversions is to act as if the development of the plan was enough. It is as if the
person centered plan was self-implementing. The plan is treated as a magical activity which
will result in changes without further effort. Those who do the planning need to insure that
careful implementation will follow. The best way to do this is to establish a partnership with
those who will develop the supports.
Person centered plans are not free-standing documents. They represent a snapshot ofour
understanding of the issues of the individual. Additionally, essential life-style plans are
designed to be simple. They use short phrases and words to articulate the key issues for the
individuals. While a good plan is a powerfultool for communicating who the individual is, it
does not give the detail needed to develop the supports. A person centered plan can be
implemented only in the context of the understanding that has been achieved.

Where people have challenging behaviors, the absence of an understanding of their core
values is likely to result in failure. For many of these individuals, their behaviors can be seen as
a non-verbal critique of the services they have received. If we listen to their behaviors, discover
their core values, and act on what we have learned, they will no longer need to express their
dissatisfaction through their behavior. These are the individuals who present the 'iless is more,'
paradox. The typical response to their "non-compliance" or "maladaptive behavior" is to
increase the number of hours of supervision. The belief is that this will insure "compliance" or
allow for the implementation ofbehavior change programs. Where the individuals are asking
for control, success will be achieved only when they are given control, not when they have
"earned" it.
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Not Accounting For The Disabilities
The planning process must account for the disabilities that are present. People who have
led lives that were segregated and impoverished may need assistance in learning the patterns of
behavior that will enable them to achieve their desired lifestyles. Additionally, there are people
who need supervision to protect themselves or others. Gving them less supervision will
increase the likelihood that someone will be hurt. In either instance, not understanding the
individual's issues will result in an inadequate implementation response and another failure that
will be seen as the fault of the individual.

For individuals with severe disabilities, not accounting for their disabilities can cause failure
or even be life+hreatening.

John is movingfrom an institution to the community. He is well
aware of his problems with alcohoL John said that one of his nonnegofiables rsas "no alcohol, not even one drink". We have to support
him in coping with this disability by supporting him in living in a home
where there is no alcohol, not aryn beer in the refigerator or a bottle
in his roommate's room- John is also supported in working in places
wltere employees do not dink or use drugs on the job.
Ronald is living in the communityfor thefirst time in aboutfifteen
years. He does not know hout to keep himself safe He thinks cars
should stopfor him and therefore does not see why he should stop and
look before crossing streets. Ronald also loves to gofor walks and does
not always want to be accompanied How could vte accountfor his
disability, keep him safe, and honor his desire to be able to walk by
himse[? Ronald lives on 5 acres in rural Maryland. He knows the
boundaries ofthe property, there are no roads to cross on his routes,
and he walks whenever he wants to.
Where those who have developed the plan are different from those who provide the
services there is a need for someone to assume the responsibility of assuring that the plan will
be implemented as intended. We have referred to these people as individual advocates.
Someone needs to take the responsibility for the translation of the plan into services.'This
translation can represent another step in the process of understanding the individual or it can
represent the devolution of fitting the individual into a "slot". The individual advocate (or
personal champion) is present to insure that the desired life-style of the individual is achieved.

Abuses In The Provision Of Services
The single most common abuse that we have seen in the provision of services in the
community has been compromising on the non-negotiables. Individuals who are moving from
institutions to community settings are the most vulnerable. They desperately want to leave.
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They will agree to anything to escape. People who are living without privacy in
institutional
settings often find that their need for privacy is not honored. A comm'on rationale
from the
professionals is to point out the relative "improvement" in living situations (e.g.,
"she was living
J
with seven other people, so sharing a room with just one otherierson sttouidie great',).
having a room of your own is a non-negotiable, sharing a room is an invitation
to failure.

If

Jan! had lived most of her adult life in a psychiatic hospital Now

in hertifties, shefinally had an opportunity to move to the cimmanity
with a life-style that meets her needs. she did not carc how many
people she lived with but she had to feel that her possessions wire
safe
and undisturbed As she phrosed it.. ,,Nobody should mess with my
stuff'. As people in congregate settings keep their perconal possessions
in their bedrooms, this meant that she should, not share o roi^
As the professionals lookedfor a place that met her other crtkia
(e-g., in tlte cguytu, with peopre her own age) theyfound ,,perfect
a
house" that had only oneflow. Janet ruouid-hare to share o
Those developing the ,'placement,, argued that it was much
better
than the institution Thqt asserted that it was
with
Janet
as they
Jine
had asked her and she had agreed. within a ionth of her move
she
was having problems with her roommate whom she aLcused
of
"messing-wi,th my stuff'. Fortunately, those who hadfound ihe house
realized their enor and Janet got a prtvak room. Hei ,,behavior
problems" vanished

,oi^

A companion abuse to the practice of compromising on the non-negotiables
is to focus only
on the non-negotiables and to omit the strong preferenJes and
highly dJsirablec A danger in
the emphasis on the importance of the non-negotiables is to forgJt
tirat these are artificial
distinctions. Assuring that the non-negotiables are met is the bJginning,
northe end. The
absence of most or all of the strong preferences and highly
desirables c-an rezult in a barren,
empty life.

Having The Critical Supports In place
Having all of the needed supports in place as the individual
arrives is a challenge. For
people without a place to live, the first focus has
to be insuring that they have a home. This
focus on residential support often results in having
the residential supports available before the
other key supports. It is possible to devetop morJthan
on, support at a time, however. The
support needs of each individual must be reviewed and
the critical support n.La, identified. All
critical supports must be present before the individual arrives.
Someone who has a major
affective disorder should not have to wait to have their
lithium monitored. Someone who
wants structure should not have to wait for something
meaningful to do
during the day.
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Abuses From A Systems Perspective
Broad implementation of person centered plans is not possible without
changing from a
program model to a support model. While change can be made one person
at aiir-r, the
greater challenge is in_the broad implementation of a support model.
This requires an
interconnected set of fundamental changes in the system-of services.
Some individuals can
achieve their desired lifestyles within the program model. Careful implementation
of their
essential life-style plans is possible without radical change. This success
is seductive, however,
and can lead to the erroneous conclusion that minor adaptations willbe
rumri.nt foi eueryone.
The focus on honoring individual choice is not cost effective unless
community resources
are used' When choice is imposed on a program model, costs increase
as additional staffare
required to support the divergent choices of the people who live
togethei. urf"g members of
the community, individual interests can be exploied and developea,-often
at less"cost than the
original program model.

when people use their behavior to ask for control over their lives,
they are asking for less
supervision' The typicat program model response is to see the
behavior as evidence of a need
for more supervision. The individual's half understood request
results in a proposal to support
the individual in a home where he or she lives without other people
with disability labels.
Because- the real request was not understood, there
is still ttre p"r.eiu; ;;
f", shift, roundthe-clock staff. The resulting cost is exhorbitant. Failure to receive
funding for this unneeded
expense.is seen as proof that we cannot afford this new way
of doing businfss. The resutt is
that the individual stays (or is placed) in a "high ,nun.g.r.'nt" groufhome
to live with severat
other people with challenging behaviors.
Where choice becomes "trendy" within the program model,
supporting choice often
becomes an excuse.
people in their desired life-styl", ir'rorr-.o1nft.*
than the
simplistic response of^s.yqpoling
"allowing" people to do as they please because it is their',choice,,. Each
consequence and an informed choice ii one where
the consequence is
:Ii"_:^llyts
unoerstooo.

-. -Tom an! Harry left a mentar retardationfacilityfor communiQr
living.
A phone call was receivedfrom their-emptoyi,oyi"g
thatihey
were aniving arwork dirty, disheveled, andhuigry.
wlin
ri^
and Harry said that they still likecl their jobs ani ionted
^*"dihem
to keep

H-owever, they had never organized theilr own lives
and
They were not getting up earry enough to "iioy"i
s'hower and
lleeniys
have breakfast They-were not org;anhing itean
ciothes because they
had never had to deal with taundry, The-stalf respo^i
rr^ that it was

\1

their "choice". rvhen someone sat down *iit, ri^ and Harry
and
help.ed th_eylevelop a morning schedule, their ,,hygieii;
problems
vanilhe( rhey still. enjoy sreeping in, but tt .y nii conJine it
to

weekends and holidays.
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Choice can also be used as a way to punish people. A goal of the program model is to have
people conform to the rules of the program. Struggles for control can then escalate. Within a
support model the goal is to support the individuals in their life-styles. Behavior that is
supported has limits but the general limits are the limits imposed on all the citizens of the
community. Accounting for the presence of a disability may result in some limits, but it should
not result in restrictions that reflect agency needs rather than individual issues. When staffare
required to enforce compliance with senseless rules, they tend to "blame the victim". While
staffhave all of the power, the individuals with disabilities can "out escalate" the staff. One of
the responses from angry staffis to say that they support choice and will let the "natural
consequences" of that choice be experienced by the individual. "Natural consequences" is often
code for letting the individual be punished by society where the staffcannot act out their own

anger.

From the perspective of the system and the individual, the worst long-term abuse is the
failure to build community associations and personal networks. Becoming part of the
community is more than simply living and working in the community. Building community
associations is required. Using the community to participate in the support is not only required
for a cost-effective service systenl it is required if inclusion is to be achieved. It is noi only
what is received from the community, however, but also what is given to the community. One
of the most pernicious by-products of our program model is its tendency to put people with
disabilities only on the receiving side of help and never on the giving side.

If people are to maintain their

desired life-style they need to be as independent of the
disability system as is possible. The more dependent on the disability system an individual is,
the more vulnerable they are to the vagaries of changing staffand the ebbs and flows of budget
and policy. Where someone has a support circle or personal network they are much less likely
to find their life-style being compromised by the disability system. Personal networks rarely
develop without assistance. Opportunities to develop personal networks need to be sought,
developed, and pursued. It is unlikely that everyone can have an effective personal networtg
but it is certain that more people will have them if we make the effort.

In Conclusion
Success in supporting people

with severe reputations requires skill in planning and

implementation. But skill is not enough. The skills must be matched by commitment and
tenacity. The commitment must be to the person, not the program. Tenacity is required as
multiple efForts may be required for success. The following stories illustrate the stnrggles and
the potential. The stories were told by Dave Wamstey and Kathleen McNally of eMerge. The
names of the individuals and minor details have been changed.

t'Tyronet'
Tyrone is tall, handsome and charming. He says that he just wants
to
along" and "be accepted,,. ll/hite Tyrone is aware of his
nget
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disability he does not v'ant anyone to see it Grou'ing up in inner-cit1t
Baltimore, Tyrone has emulated his urban peerc, He acts macho,
tough, and street-wise As long as he was living wilh his sister there
were no unusual problems in Tyrone's life Then his sister leftfor
North carolina she did not plan to leave him, he just did not want to
go. His roots, his girlfrtend and his job were in Bartimore He did not
Ieave with her and did not go sa'eral weeks later when his sister,s
boyfrtend came to reunite them.
For thetirst several nights after his sister teft, he slept on afriend,s

couch unfortunately, hisfriend lived in afunded residential iom"
and while having fiends sleep over was oK, increasing the number of
residents was noL The system's response was to put Tyrone into the
su-burbs in respite care At thefirct altercation Tyrone started talking

about his gun and how he would use it The respite agency,s
immediate response was to discharge Tyrone Hov,evir, tie people
providing the respite realized their mistake. The gun was sytttbolic, not
r_eal They kept Tyrone with them even though thqt were no longer
being paid lvhile this speaks well of thefamily that Tyron" *^ living
with, it also says how charming and endearing Tyroni is.
The agency that was supporting Tyrone at work agreed to support
him residentially. They offered ryrone the opportunity to live with two
fellows that he knewfrom work All three wlie about-the same age and
liked each othen The counselor in the home was also someone tlrct
Tyrone knew and liked one of the serendipitous discovertes of his stay
occurred because the counselor had sk year old hyins. Tyrone loves
c-hildren and is very good with them He and the childrei would spend
hours together. In other ways this was not a good arrangement,
howeven

ll/hen there were disagreements Tyrone would be culturally correct
and threaten his roommates. They woutd back down and all ihree of
themwouldfeel bad Tyronewas engaging inwhat he sav, as a normal
opening gambit He was staking out a positionfrom which he expected
to compromise His roommates s'r, someone, who they had thoight
was theirfrtend, threatening to hurt them. The standard slstem
response would have been to either discharge Tyrone or move
him to a
'^'-high management, behavioral home,,. A moie enlightened
"program" response would be to have the behavioral consultants comc
to the home, increase the number of staff, and make Tyrone adapt
This was.proposed A number of stalf said that he v,as'rcking
for
supemisio n and structure
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The agency director and program manager had another idea They
got afew people who knev, Tyrone together to try toligure out how to
support Tyrone rather than trying to change him He was offered an
apartment in a working class, urban neighborhood llthite not the
neighborhood where he had groren up, it wru nearby and identical in
cultural norms. Aformer agency staff member, who knew Tyrone (and
n'ho Tyrone liked), lived in the same building and was offered a stipend
to be his support staff,

Tyrone is now living in a neighborhoodwhire no one is'afraid of
him and many of the people who live there look outfor him Life is
still exciting. He is still someone who actstirst and thinks laten one
weekend was particularly bad First he tried to sell some of his
furniture The store where he took it told him that they had to hold it
until the beginning of the week and then called his support stalf,, He
then had a majortight with his girlfriend and threw her TV out the
window. Thefight ended with ryrone yelling at herfrom the sidewatk
outside of herwindow in the early hours of the morning.

on Monday the agency began to sort out the weekend's activities.
Tyrone said that the TV was his sister's faull In a sense he x,as right
Hefelt abandoned and his behavior reflected that stalf totd him that
he stitt hadfurniture, it just needed to-be picked up. fyror" said that
while he had wanted the monqt, in the calmer light of day, he was
relieved to discover that his apartment would stilt befurnished The
discussion regarding his altercation with his giilfrtend began with
Tyrone saying that he was still ongry but that "his girlfriend was in his
will". He and his girlfiend began talking and then decided to go out
to dinnen Tyrone left several bemused stalf behind
ll/hen inquiries were made through his support stalfi it seems that
Tyrone's neighbors would like hhn to calm down but do not see him as
being too different from a number of other young men who live around
them Infact they say that Tyrone is more charming andfrtendly than
most mcn his age
Tyrone is maturing rather than being controlled He is being
supported rather than being programmed The disability system knows
how to control the Tyrones in the system. He could have been sent to a
home that t'specialized" in people with chailenging behaviors. Ail that
it-would have required is several professionals, lots of staff, and lots of
funding. Instead of the typical response Tyrone is being supported
rather than being programmed He is being supported by the
community as much as by the disability system. He is being offered the

Part
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opportunity to grow up rather than being controlletl into perpetual
childhood

"Maurice"
Maurice

with the agency ronger than the director. For
most of that time he has been telling us how unhappy he was. He
-lYhen
would ignore most people and be nasty with otheri.you ptused
hiy in the hallway he would refuse to say hello. His unhippiiess was
reflected in his health- Maurtce has diabetes anrl refused ii
foilow hrs
dieL In general,
contrary. Wherever there ias a way to
demonstrate his displeasure he would use iL He would not keep
his
place clean, would scr-eam and yeil at people, wourd refuse to go
to
work, or refuse to do his work when he was there. Despite the drama
of his behavior, nobody was reaily listening to him HZ even tried
hitting people and running down the street naked but that did not
work
has been

l" y^

Maurice wante( to live with hisfiancee, while hisfamity was
adamantly opposed to any move part of their oppor{tion was
rooted in
a devaluing skepticism- Maurice'sfiancee does not have
a labeled
disability. Theyfelt that no one, who did not have a dis;ability
label,
would really want to spend the rest of her life in intimate partnership
rpith Mauice Thefamity wourtl thieaten ih, og"r"y rviti
vague
actions that would be taken rf they allowed himlo move
The harder
hisfanily leaned on Maurtce and the agency the less compliant
Maurice was.
For a year ancl a hatf the agency herd meetings where everyone
fought and there u'ere no positive outcomes, Thi agencytrnaity asked
Maurice what support wourd be requiredfor him to'live-iith
his

fiancey

His requests were modest-and riasonable Agency stalf
then
tyrned to hisfamily and said that while they could ,it gr'orontee
that
the relationship was permanent they could'guarantee
yuoorr""
rti
ever needed another place to live, they wouid provide
him with that
placa

remarkabre Maurice is now seen as a charming
excellent control, he enjoys hisjob, oni i, o
u-alyed employee wsiting his house is visiting
niiit home once he
had control over what was important to him ie did not
need to use his
behavior to register his dispteasure once thefamily
was assured that
there would be a ho,mefor Maltice regardlesi o|tie
outcome of his
relationship with hisfiancee they u,eri wilring i ta t
t^ try.
The change is

guy. His diabetes is under
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ttSusantt
When you meet Susan you are impressed with how direct she is.
She will always tell u,actly what she thinks and believes. When she got
an mvardfrom the governorfor her achievemcnts she said thank you
and then told him that he should close the local institutionfor people
with mental retardation, saying "No-one should live there" Susan has

had a tough life, which one person descibed as "a lifetime of
rejection". She is a very intense as well as a truthful percon ll/hen
she tells you she is going to do something you can count on
She has
her own standards and lives by them Unfonunatelyfor Susan, her
standards and those of the system are often at odds. As afiend of herc
said, she is simply'tnot BetQt Crocker or Suzy Homemaker".

it

Her collision with the system was assured when it attempted to
impose its standards on hen She needs lots of support but always wants
to be in controL Susan hates being controlled and will out-escalate
anyonewho tries to control hen ll/hen shefeels "low' she can either
feel better by buying a nav dress, having her hair done, or by "pushing
the staffs buttons".
Five years ago, Susan was living in an agency apartment in the
communi$r. However, Susan's standards of cleanliness utere not those
of the agency. A control struggle began with a behavior program to
increase Susan's "compliance". The struggle escalated when she
stopped taking her medications. The agency countered with the need
for live-in stdf, Susan said, "If you move someone in here I will burn
it down", They did and she did As a result Susan was institutionalized
with one of the most disabling behavioral labels, arconist

A community provider met Susan rather than her reputation and
made the commitment to support her. Susan made it clear that she
needs a lot of support but also has to be in control of her lifa She
picked her own one-bedroom apartment Stalf said that she needed a
two-bedroom apartment to accommodate the stalf who would have to
supervise her. The program director said,"No, we have to listen to
Susan". So an apartmentwas rented in the adjoining huildingfor the
stalf, (The costs were shared with another indivi&tal who was being
supported) Stalf arewith Susan as shewishes and are ntailable on
short notice Initially she requested that staff sleep on the sofo in the
Iiving room, as she did notfeel safe at night After sa,eral weeks she
felt that she could do without this and stalf could sleep in their own
apartmenL
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susan is in controL she canfire stafffrom her life (notfrom the
agency) and determines the pace at which she enterc the community.
Susan does not want stoffwho either 'rpttshn or ,,mothern her and she
has "tired" two stalf members who did not listen Atfirst she wanted
stalf to meet her at the van when she wcu dropped olffrom work Th"y
would walk her into her apartment Now she wants to be met at her
apartmenL Initially shewanted stalf to go shopping with her and stay
at her side throughout the process, then she told them to wait outsidq
now she does not need them at all
ll/hen
{ans were developedfor Susan to leave the institution, staff
of the institution said that unless she was constantly supemised she
would set anotherfire If the agency hadfollowed this advice they
would need to have one-on-one stalffollowing susan around to
prevent herfrom acting out her rage Instead, susan sits down with
her staff every week and she tells them what support she wants that
week she is in charge of the staffs schedule and her own life

Last Thoughts
People with severe reputations can be supported, in lifestyles of their
own choosing, in the
community. The efforts are complex but can be reduced to sleking the answers
to five
questions. We need to know:

I

What is the individual's desired lifestyle;

I

what supports

f
I
f

to achieve that lifestyle (with reasonable assurances that
the safety of the individual and those around the individual are accounted
for);
are required

wno can provide those supports, looking to community resources wherever possible;
How can the necessary supports be paid for; and
How will we know if our efforts are working?

These questions take less than a page to ask but require life-long
efforts to answer. Success
requires a commitment to the individuals and tenacity in their
rupport. Success occurs one
person at a time. Some people can achieve their desired life-styles
with adaptionto the current
models of services, *TP n-rajor changes in the systems of services
are requireJto achieve
success for everyone. We have tried to communicate what we
have tearned in our efforts and
in our observations of the efforts of others. we have not found
all of the answers, however.
The users of this handbook are encouraged to not only use what
is described here but to seek

u
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their own answers. We need to remember to keep listening to what people are asking for and
to keep struggling to help them get it.

MichaelW. Smull
Susan Burke Harrison
Baltimore, Maryland

Iuly,1992
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APPENDIX A
ESSENTIAL LIFESTYLE PLAN FOR CLARE
NON-NEGOTIABLES:
MUST live in a quiet, relaxed atmosphere.
MUST be given lots of love and attention!
Must NOT share her personal items, especially her clothes.

MUST have time to be alone and not ,'bothered" by staff
clare will know that staffcare IF they give her hugs when she wants them.

MUsr

have chocolate milk with all of her meals

oR

she won't eat.

STRONG PREFERENCES;
Loves long bubble baths BUT do NOT pour water over her head !
Likes to eat slowly and enjoy her meals.
Loves to go bare foot.

Likes to play keyboard for fun.

HIGHLY DESIRABLES:
Chocolate pudding!
Prefers t'semi-darktt rooms.

Likes to go on short walks.
Does want to spend much time watching T.v.

Likes soft music (ie. classical, elevator music).

endix A
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PEOPLE WHO KNOW AND CARE SAY:
She is real cute!

Very loving.
Has the cutest smile.
She brightens my day!
She almost always gets her way!
She can be very fur,ny.

HER REPUTATION SAYS:
If

she's ignored in the bathroom; she may-smear feces.

She

will strip if you try to "force" in a new situation.

If you don't let her pour milk on her food, she'll put the food in her hair.
She might bang her head if things get

Can be stubborn.

too hectic.
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TO BE SUCCESSFUL IN SUPPQRTING HER:
Remember: she is a solitary person so, she will NOT tolerate "forced socialization
programs".
She enjoys her current day program and

if possibte, shoutd be "altowed', to stay theie.

Clare responds best when she is spoken to in a clear, firm voice. Do NOT raise your
voice
at her or you'll get into a big power struggle.

If

she is not given chocolate milk

with every meat; she WILL NOT eat. She has gotten
dehydrated in the past because she was stopped from pouring milk on her food.
SHE
DOES NOT NEED A LOT OF HELP AT MEALTIME.
Because Clare has limited vision, furniture and accessories should not
be moved around

frequently.

Clare HATES to have her hair washed so, this should be done as quickly
and gently as
NOT pour water over her head!

possible. Do

Clare hates to have her hair brushed when her hair is long. She seems to
like a shorr
haircut.
Clare is very aware i.f anv9n9 is
13r!s a piece of her clothes. She will get very upset
someone is wearing her clothes OR if she thinks someone is wearing
hert-hings.-

if

Clare has learned to make herself "heard" if she is ignored or not
taken seriously. Listen to
the language of her behavior!

ApDendix A
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LIFESTYLE PLAN FOR RICHARD

NON-NBGOTIABLBS:
Qui etlcalm environment.

No Noise! No Loud Voices!

No Chaos!
Privacy.

Must have staffworking with him who really care about him.

STRONG PREFERENCES:
Television.
Radio in his own room.

l:l

staffattention.

Outings of all kinds.

Likes to sing and dance.
Hamburgers and french fries.

WORK!- at least initially at MVTC.
Relaxing in a comfortable, reclining chair.
Being outside.
Walks!
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HIGHLY DESIRABLES:
Attending sports events (especially Basketball and football).
One or two room mates, only.

PEOPLE WHO KNOWAND CARB SAY:
Funny.

Friendly.
Polite.
Pleasant.

Quiet.
Sense

of humor.

Develops close and friendly relationships.
Talkative.

HIS REPUTATION SAYS:
Can be aggressive.
Threatening.

Chokes people.

Kicks others.
Makes statements.

endix A
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TO BE SUCCESSFUL IN SUPPORTING HIM:
Because Dick is so perceptive about who likes and doesn't like him, who is intimidated
and
who isn't- It will be vERY important that staffbuild a rapport with him.

House staffneed to spend time with him before he leaves Great oaks.
Develop a positive approach behavior management program.

Staffneed to be trained in the Management of Disruptive Behaviors before Dick leaves

Crreat Oaks.

Part of knowing Dick is knowing when he shourd wear his hetmet.

A major part of supporting Dick is understanding his seizure disorder.

StaffMUST be in-serviced and knowledgeable in recognizing and managing Dick's seizure
disorder and seizure related emergencies.
Keep environment "safe" which would include having a chair with arms, when seated.
Check medication blood levels.

Staffneed to be aware that in the past he has become aggressive prior to a seizure. His
"signs" are: he becomes moody, argumentative, loud, aggressive and then has a seizure.

NO stairs in his home!
Staffneed to be sensitive that home has been Great Oaks for over 15 years. He will need a
slow, predictable transition.
Staffneed to be firm kind and patient.
Richard LOVES food. He enjoys eating BUT remember: his calorie intake is controlled.
(He HATES and can not drink milk.)

A medically approved daily exercise program should be a part of his daily routine.

while he enjoys work

and keeping busy, he

Must have competent medical services.
- psychiatric
- neurologist
- general health care

will also need alone,,time each day.

Appendix A
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ESSENTIAL LIFESTYLE PLAN FOR LINDA
NON.NEGOTIABLBS:
Must have space to move around, at home at work.
Carry a pocket book.

Must feel safe and secure.

NO NOISE -- NO CHAOS.

STRONG PREFBRENCES:
Being outside.
Eat outside at restaurants.

Long, hot bath.
Comfortable clothes (kind of baggie).

Likes to have a quiet place to lie down.
Likes brightly colored rooms.

HIGHLY DBSIRABLES:
Having her hair combed.
Having her nails done and wearing lipstick.
Music.
Movies.
Shopping.

Likes to sit by the window.
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PTOPLB WHO KNOWAND CARE SAY:
Gentle.
Sweet.

Affectionate.
Patient/puts up with a lot.

Wonderful smile.
Very helptul.
Has a strong intuition for those around

HEB REPUTATION SAYS:
Severe PICA.

Hyper.
SIB.
Head banging.
Gets upset.

Autistic-like behaviors.

her. Knows what staffcare about

her.

endix A
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TO BE SUCCBSSFUL IN SUPPORTING HER:
Linda does best when things are consistent and the routine is predictable.
She needs a lot of supervision and prompting.

Linda's behavior (SIB/PICA) will increase when her environment lacks structure and/or
consistency.
Because she will put non-food items in her mouth, Linda's living
should be free of small items/bits and pieces.

& work environment

Linda has difficulty sleeping.
Linda will need 24-hour awake supervision

Mom must know when medication is prescribed.
Build breaks into her daily schedule, i.e., walks outside.
Scheduled visits with Mom.

Linda's diet should be low in sugar, high in veggies--little or no red meat.
She simply seems to feel better with this type

allergy to dairy products).

diet. Minimal dairy products (does not have

She becomes more relaxed when the area is open/bright.

Staffneeds to be firm, but kind.
Take her out ofthe environment when she is upset. Give her a chance to calm down. 61ve
her juice/water.

Will do much better in a home with three or fewer residents.
Mom is very involved & wiu remain so--keep her informed and involved
Linda has sensitive skin--must be kept clean and cream applied (with vitamin E).

Do not use harsh soap.
Ongoing behavior plans in place regarding pICA/SIB.

Current GOC psychologist to meet with agency consultant prior to Linda's move.

Annendix A
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ESSENTIAL LIIESTYLE PLAN FOR JOHN
NON-NEGOTIABLES:
Being involved with his farnily.

No alcohol, not even one drink.
Working with Nate!
Privacy.

His own room.
Having coffee when he wants to.
Smokiog, when he wants to.

A full-time job where John can earn money.

HIGHLY DESIRABLES:
Going to the movies.
Shopping.

Attending sports events.
Eating at Wendy's -- especially the hamburgers.
Going to car dealers and looking at the cars.

"Riding around" talking and listening to music.
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STRONG PREFBRENCES:
Music!
Playing drums.
Having money in his pocket.
Joking and "fooling around,'.
Continue to see his girlfriend, Dorothy, BUT...also have
chances to meet other women.
Going to Knights of Columbus dances.
Continue car washing business.

PEOPLB WHO KNOWAND CARB SAY:
Likes to help others.
Has a good sense of humor.
Can be a good friend.

Hard worker.
Has a gteat laugh.

endix A
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HIS REPUTATION SAYS:
Non-compliant.
Steals.
Teases.

Verbally abusive.
Manipulative.
Destroys property.

Hits and pushes.
Abuses alcohol.

Easily lead astray.

TO.BE SUCCESSFUL IN SUPPORTING HIM:
Keep John's MOM involved and informed.

Let John know, up front, exactly what the boundaries and rules are.
Set firm limits and expectations with John and his mother regarding
visits and his money.

Always take the time to listen to him when he says there's a problem.

Live and work in a drug and alcohol-free environment.
Staffmust learn "John's ways" -- what he likes and hates and what makes
him ,,tick,,.

A good rule for supporting John is: "Treat him like you would like
to be treated,,.
Realize that John will test the limits in the beginning.

All forensic

issues must be addressed before he leaves Great
oaks.

Continue to work in his car wash business.
John models after the peopte who are around
model their behaviors, if not...

him. If

he's

with "good role modets,, he,ll

Staff need to know that when John gets furious he may be vengeful.

ESSENTIAL LIFESTYLE PLAN FOR PATRICK
NON-NBGOTIABLES:
Patrick cbres about his appearance & wants to look good-wearing nice, stytish
clothing.

No smokers; including staftl
Meticulous about his personal appearance.
Continued involvement with his family.

'

Must get hugs, backrubs and pats on the back
to know that peopre really care.

NCES:
Lots of healthy snacks.
Housemates who are similar to him.

Favorite chores incrude: stripping beds, mopping,
moving furniture for creaning.
Second and sometimes third helpings at
mealtime.

Live in house, not an apanment.

LES:
Exercise (like usin g a station ary bike and
weights).
Swimming.
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PEOPLE WHO KNOW AND CARE SAY:
Sweet.

Helpful.
Good-looking.
Energetic.
Friendly.
Cooperative.

HIS REPUTATION SAYS:
Self-injurious.
Aggressive.

Hyperactive.

Bolts & nrns.
Doesn't sleep through the night.
Gets up early.
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TO BE SUCCBSSFUL IN SUPPORTING HIM:
Keep him busy. Patrick doesnt like to sit around & watch TV! Also, he tends to
sleep better when he's involved in physical activity during the day.
We need to help keep Patrick safe. Fenced yard, away from busy streets. Rural
area
prefened. House and yard-not an apartment.

Patrick has asthma and will need ongoing treatment.
Arrange for competent nursing services.

All stafftrained in giving nebulizer treatments (9 pm, and pRN).
Recognize Patrick's "signs"--need for nebulizer treatments. Because of his
asthma, it
doesn't make sense for him to be involved in activitieVchores that involve
dust, moid,
etc.

Allergic to grass, dust, mold.

No smoking in Patrick's house-either by his housemate or staff.
Remember Patrick's limited
him.

vision. Approach him from teft side so as not to startle

Time to transition. Patrick will let us know when he is comfortable.

when giving Patrick instructions, remember to use verbal as well as gestural
questions.

Realize when Patrick is anxiour.

Hi, physical activities increase (umps up & down).

Hire ENERGETIC staff.
Must have competent podiatry services.
Good hair care--dandruff shampoo.
Seems

to respond better to firm/low pitched voices.

Remain calm with

him. He does not respond well to hysterical/loud voices.

Will need awake overnight supervision.
staffneeds to know his signs for neburizer and bathroom.
Continue with sign language program.

{PPEIVDIX B

Training Exercise #1
Explanation: Essential Lifestyle Planning. is an inclusive process that encourages everyone
who
knows the focus person to contribute during the planning meeting. Often friends, failty
and
some "team members" feel excluded from the process because "we" use jargon and phrases
that
are unfamiliar.

Directions: Listed below are some of the most frequently used terms. Translate the jargon
in
Column A into plain English and write it in Column B.

COLUMNA
leisure opportunities

SIB

community connections

"the retarded"

verbally abusive

se>alally inappropriate

"wheelchair bound"

COLUMN B

endix

Severe

utations

Training Exercise #2
Explanation: We all have a variety of friends and relationships that affect and are a part
of our
life. The intensity and importance of these relationships vary from person to person. The
picture below represents the various levels of friendships that surround the fotus
person.

Directions: Place the names of friends, family and other peopte in the corresponding
circle that
makes sense.

